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Every time

I receive China
read it with deep
interest because it provides me with
information about your great country.
As a high schooi student, I would like
to read more reports on politics,
Reconstructs I

unemployment? Is medical

assistance

easily available to each citizen? Is it
costly to have a doctor visit you at
home?

J.A.B.

London, Conoda

culture, geography, history and sports.
A.K.

Life in a

Lome, Togo

Chinese History Series
As a specialist in helping teachers
teach about Asia,

I was delighted to

see

the beginning of a series on Chinese
history in the October 1978 issue of

It will be a useful
addition to the many features that for
years have made China Reconstructs
an outstanding resource for learning
about China, past and present.
In future installments, I urge special
China Reconstructs.

attention to (1) explaining how and
why social or cultural changes occurred

(students do not learn well from

generalizations like,,The appearance
of private property. . .', and ,,A group

of privileged men appeared. . .,,)

and
(2) emphasizing the origin and develop-

ment of the social and cultural thought

and behavior that are characteristically Chinese.
San Rafael, U.S.A.

A.E.H.

Thank you for beginning a series of
articles on Chinese history. please

continue. The history of this

ancient
country is a pride for the people of the

Orient. As an Asian I have a deep
respect for your country as for my
country, Jordan.

Material for Students
As a high school geography and
history teacher, I find China
Reconstructs excellent- as source material. Four of my history students are
studying "The Hoax of the ConfucianLegalist Struggle" by Pai Shou-yi. In
order to understand the article they

have also been studying recent developments in China, especially concerning the gang of four.
Chino Reconstrucrs in-depth material
presented in an interesting way and on
a level which high school students can

understand. Students enjoy the
variety of articles as weII as the
pictures illustrating life in China and
the magnificent scenery.
I welcome articles on the communes,
for I teach their historical development
and organization.
. I also enjoy the present series on

Chinese history and am Iooking for-

Holifat,
2

articles.
S.D.

Canatla

Chinese landscape paintings.

I want to learn more about middle
school and college students in China,
but you seldom publish articles about
them.
8.ts.

Bruck, Federal Republic ol Germany

Change in Tone
I have read China Reconstructs for

many years and am a subscriber. Today
there are less features on politics which
I think is good. There is also a change

in the tone of the language, it is
forward moving, goal reaching. As
your National Anthem says, "March
on!"

Honotutu,

u.s.A.

R'Y'T'C'

You had a story about life in a rural
people's commune which I found most
interesting. It has also been of value
to me when people ask questions about
China, and this happens quite often.

As a member of the

Swedish-Chinese

Friendship Association, I often help
out in our local branch store, and
many of the questions peopie ask
concern what people's life in the
communes is like. Other typical
questions are about China's health
service, the educational system, etc. So
more articles on these topics would be
appreciated.

T,L.
Liind,, Sueilefl

Cultural Life
I very much liked "Popular National

Dances Seen Again," "Tawenkou:

Neolithic Culture Find'r and "The
Artcraft of Weaving" in your August
issue. Personally, I prefer ariicles on
Chinese culture, the people's livelihood,

All Light and No Shadow

the different styles of life in different

Your journals are beautifully pro-

duced, format and printing excellent.
Photographic skill and coior printing
excellent. Informative and well illustrated magazine articles on technical
medicine, educa- engineering,
tion, agriculture,
Ianguage, etc. all
seemingly excellent.
But
and it is a big "but" - you
make -it sound as if "everything in
the
garden is lovely" and I am Ieft with
the feeling of ',propaganda." Good
pictures are made of light and shade.
Your pictures are aII light and no

parts of your vast country and

shade, and certainly there must be some
s'hadows in China's garden!
I am sure you have enough skill to

mix light and shadow believably in
your beautifully produced journal.
E,B.

Aldeburgh, U.K.

Cities and Living Conditions
My wife and ,I are fascinated by the
stories and photographs of your cities
example, "Chungking, City on a
-for
Mountainside" in your October issue,
accompanied by a map of China. Such
articles help us know a great deal more
about your country.

We also like articles about your
citizens, their way of life, their work,
their hobbies, the cost of living, the
average wage in China, the cost of
Iood and lodging. Have you any

on

hospitals and medical techniique.
P.P.

Cognac, Fronce

subjects

K.M.H.

Amman, Jordan

ward to future

I am 16 years old and read your

magazine regularly. My father has
visited your country and told me many
things about i.t. I particularly like

Commune

Chinese Cooking

of my friends and I have read
your magazine dirring the past few
Some

months and we found it very inspiring.
Chinese cooking is well known in the
world for its richness and variety. Give
us more articles on Chinese cooking.
J.C.M.

Merico, Metico
Your magazine has done a good job

in strengthening the friendship

between

the peoples of your country and other

lands. China is an example for selfreliance.

"The Many Styles of Chinese Cook-

ing" by Chu Chi-ping and "The Grotto
Art in Tunhuang" in your October issue
were good, I hope you will continue
publishing such articles.

c.N.H.
Panomo, Po,namo

Traditional Medicine
I am a medical student and would
like to read more articles about recent
advances in Chinese traditional medicine and health care for the people,
both urban and rural. I would also
CIIINA
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A San Mao (Three Hairs) Cartoon by Chang Lo-ping
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like to know more about medical
education in China such as the
selection of students for medical
schools, medical resedrch, the curricu-

recently. Now I can read about manY

sports activities in your magazine and
I find the pictures more real, beautiful

A.W.Z.

and meanipgful.
Though there are many People in
Upper Volta who are your subscribers,
I have not found one letter from them

Upper Volta Reader
I send you my congratulations. Ygur
nagazine has been much improved

countries such as Upper Volta once in
a while?
K.M.
Ouagailougou, U pper Volta

Ium for medical students, post-graduate

training,

etc.

Rangoon, Burma
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in your Postbag column. WiII You
publish letters from French-speaking

Medical Team

in

Cameroon

Chinese doctors are very good. There

is now a Chinese medical team in
Cameroon and they are making wondertul achievements by curing blind'
deaf and crippled people.
I want to know more about China's

past. China

has a long history. Articles
25,000 li Long March will be
most welcome.

on the

S.N.N.

Douala, Comeroon

The institute's steady
state superconducting
magnetic mirroi device.

Across the Lond

$outhwest
Chima Institute

of

HE Southwest China Institute

Physics

of

Physics,

a

base for studythermonuclear

ing controlled

fusion, foeuses its attention on research in -thermonuclear igrrition
and the preproduction and study
of fusion reactor, aiming at providing more energy for the country in the future.

Professor

Ti

controlled t

of bringing

the theory of

es the th-eory
on into effeci.

Assembling the pumping system for

a Tokamak device, one of China's
major scientific research projects.
V€teran scientists

Li
Cheng-wu
(left) anal Sun
Hsiang (seconal
right), stutly the

work schedule for

experiments on
ihe "Tokamak 1"
fusion tlevice.

Yang Wu-min

Scientist Yeh Yu-

chang (right) stuil-

ying the results
of atliusting mi-

crowave interf er-

ometet with mulwavetimoile
guides (2 frequency bantl).

Scientist Wu Kuo-Iiang (center)
studies high voltage, breaktlowq

for the steady state mirror device.
Photos by Chen Chieh
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The Tien An Men lncid
-A
"1[-\N April 5, 1976, Peking's Tien An Men Square
V *as packed with people. For a week, in de:l:fiance of official orders, they had been coming to
'the square by the hundreds of thousands to honor
the memory of the late Premier Chou En-lai. (April
:4 was Chingming, a traditional day to commemorate
-ighe dead, used since liberation to remember and
:llearn from the revolutionary heroes.)
Reading a poem.

People's R,evolutionory

Late in the evening the people in the square
were a.ttacked. There were casualties. Over the
following days nearly 400 rvere arrested. Hundreds
more were interrogated, harrassed and punished in
various ways. The press labeled the event "a counter-revolutionary political incident." A white terror
swept the country ending only in October six
- gang of four" was downed.
months later when "the
Hsinhua

ent in 1976
v{ovement
The key to this extraordinary event lay in the
gradually mounting anger of the people against the
dictatorial maneuvers of Chiang Ching, Chang Chunchiao, Yao Wen-yuan and Wang Hung-wen, later
identified as the gang of four. Ordered not to mourn
the death of Chou En-lai, the masses, in a spontaneous and completely unorganized movement, decidan act of rebeled to do exactly that at Chingming
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White flowers and revolutionary poems cover
the evergreen hedge around the monument,

Tsai yu

, k,

7

lion in defense of the Premier and Chairman Mao of the'country. Into this bitter moment came orders
and in protest against the gang's attempts to seize forbidding the wearing of black armbands or white
power.

Foliowing the Tien An Men incident, the press
then tighily controlLed by the gang fabricated
- "official"
quantities of lies a,bout it, including a fake
report. Cltina Reconstructs publicized the contents
of this report for which we hereby apologize to
our readers. -Now the recor<l can be set 'straight.
What actuaily happened at Tien An NIen? Why did
the incident lead to the gang's dorvnfall? What is
its significance in Chinese history?
On November 16 last year the Peking Municipal
Party Committee, with the appro.',al of the Party
Cerrtral Cornmittee, issued a document which said,
"The mass actions of the people honoring the
memory of Premier Chou En-lai and denouncing the
gang of four at Tien An Men Square dr-lring the

fiowers of inour:ning. The people wore them anyway.
Commemoration rneetings were prohibited. The people gave their answer as the Premier's body was

- they lined Peking's main
carried away, for miles
in freezing temperatures to give their la,st
salute. In his memory they piled floral wreaths
around the Monument to the People's Heroes in Tien
An Men Square. There they read the poems they
had written in their pain and grief.
With growing wrath the people watched the
developments that followed. In March the Shanghai
newspaper Wen Hui Bo,o, then a, mouthpiece for the
gang of four, twice slandered Premier Chou with
scarcely-veiled attacks. In Nanking posters promptly
went up in the streets calling on the people to act
to prevent Khrushchov-type careeristS from seizing
traditional days of Chingming iir 1976 were com- the leadership of the Party, government and arrny.
pletely revoluticnary. . . ." The people knew that Someone painted this call on the sides of a train
the incident woulcl eventually be cleared up and headed for Feking. In Peking the call spread like
across the country the rea,etion to this announcement ra,ildfire. The confrontation that had been brewing
was one of satisfaction and enthusiasm.
for so long erupted. Once.more the people surged
into Tien An Men Square, this time using their own
unique weapons
flowers and poems, floral wreaths
Prologue
lovingly rnade, poems
and speeches from their hearts.
Ai the end of l\{arch 1976 the atmosphere across
China was oppressive, as if a dead -*,eight lay on the
tsattle Call
Chinese people. It had been a lo-ng and bitter three
rnonths since Premier Chou En-lai had died. AnxOn the 30th of March 19?6, the first eulogy in
iety had grown in the people's hearts as the moves memory of Premier Chou and challenging the gang
of the careeiists, later to be exposed as the gang of of four appeared on the south side of the Monument
four, became increasingly biatant. Within the highest to the People's Heroes in Tien An Men Square. It
levels of the Party and government this gang was was signed "The Peking Municipal Trade Union
fighting viciously to seize power. This r,,r,as supposed Council Political Theory Study Group." Then fronn
to be a secret but in fact the people knew. The chaos every corner of the city, defying orders not to go to
in the country resuiting from their self-touted "rev- Tien An Men, people carrying w'reaths began coming
olutionary" policy of "overthrowing everything and in an endless, spontaneous tide. . Some groups were
everybody" pushed by Lin Piao and the gang of four dozens, some hundreds, some thousands. Traffic on
had long angered the people and they were scarcely the streets was blocked by masses of people. They
abie to tolerate it mueh longer.
sang the lnternationale
. . This is the final
- "Arise"
The gang had always opposed Premier Chou conflict. . ." Wreaths, floral
baskets, poems, eulogies,
En-Iai. Now with his death in January they ar- vows surrounded the monument. At night people
rogantly increased their attack. But few men in used flashlights and even matches to see them, sorne
Chinese history had been so loved by the people, and climbing up to read them aloud so the crowd could
their anger grew"
copy them.
Chou En-lai. had always been Chairman Mao's
Sunday April 4 was Chingming. Activity in the
close comrade, a loyal administrator and defender square rose to an unprecedented height. Already
of his revolutionary line. The people respected and frightened, on April 2 the gang of four and their foltrusted hirn as a ieader who would help them lowers had issued to all offices, factories and sehools
strengthen and modernize the country. The gang of an urgent notice: "Chingming is for ghosts," "Comfour, however, clearly sa.w him as their main obstacle memorating the dead is an outmoded custom,"
to power. During his Iifetime they had slandered "Don't go to Tien An Men to lay wreattrs.'.' In deand harrassed him. ,{.s soon as he died they tried to fiance, more and more people went. and the wreaths
erase his memory. In the growing struggie betlveen piled up higher and higher.
the peopie and the gang, the attitude one held towaid
A mother and a little girl arrived, the child holdPremier Chou emerged as a test of whether one was ing a phite flower in her hand with a ribbon which
revolutionary or counter-revolutionary.
read, "For Grandpa Chou." A gray-haired couple
Chou En-lai died on January 8, 19?6. Grief was walking with canes gently pla,ced their wreath beuniversal
and
mounted. Every patriotic fore the monument. A group from the No. 109 Plant
- andanxiety
Chinese man
wonlan worried a.bout the future under the Chinese Academy of Sciences marched
I

boulevard
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,4,n Men Square at Chingming (April 4) tn
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into the square with four huge placards reading, Security Ministry, "What? You're still in bed? I've
"The People Have Won Victories Before. Now Our just been to Tien An Men. Have you taken photos
Blood Will Nurture Revolution. If Those Monsters of those reactionary poems? What, you haven't
Dare to Spit Out Their Poisonous Flames, the People taken them yet? How do you think we're going to
Will Vanquish Them." Placed high on the monu- make cases then?" Chang Chun-chiao, with his
ment, these four lines spread through Peking like experience in special agent work. added, "Plainfire.

The Monument to the People's Heroes towered
above an ocean of flowers and people. Wreaths hid
its base. In huge red letters one banner read, "Immortality to the People's Hero." There was a huge
photograph of Premier Chou, and below this four
big characters: "The SouI of the Chinese People."
Another banner read, "We Long Day and Night for
Our Beloved Premier Chou."
Thousands of individuals tied small white
flowers on the evergreens and railings around the
monument so that they looked as if a thick snow had
fallen. In the grove behind the monument ropes
were strung up where pieces of pap'er of all colors
and sizes with poems written on them were hung up.
Balloons lifted streamers high above the square carrying the slogan in large characters, "Cherish the
Memory of the Premier" and "Carry the Revolution
Through to the End." These could be seen from
many blocks away. Between the monument and the
Tien An Men Gate the people had built gates made
of wreaths, with huge banners spanning them. One
of these said, "If Demons Dare to Whip up Troubles,
the People Will Rise and Wipe Them Out!"
Though Tien An Men is the world's largest
square, on this day it seemed too small. From dawn
to late at night, several hundred thousand people
had crowded there, putting up poems, reading them,
copying them. Some sang songs they had composed
in memory of the premier. Some gave passionate
speeches pledging to defend the revolution. Many
took photos to remember the scene.
In 1919 Tien An Men Square had seen the May
Fourth Movement against imperialism and feudalism.
In 1949 it saw the red flag of new China unfurled.
Now it was the battlefield where the Chinese people,
as the real masters of their destiny, were fighting
courageously against the gang of four and defending
their socialist land.
Counterattack

The gang of four, busy plotting to seize power,
now decided to act. They had labeled the people's
commemoration of Premier Chou "counter-revolutionary" from the very beginning. According to
later exposures, as soon as the slogans and poster3
ag4inst the gang had appeared in Nanking, Wang
Hung-wen, one of the four, said to his follower in
Peking's People's Daily, "This is being done to create
public opinion for a counter-revolutionaiy restoration." Yao Wen-yuan, another of the four, ordered
the People's Daily to "analyze this counter-revolutionary current in Tien An Men." Wang Hung-wen
phoned one of the gang's followers in the Public
1r-
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clothesmen are important. Send them to mingle with
the crowds and find out things." Their follower in
the Peking Public Security Bureau held' three
emergency meetings on April 2 and mobilized three
thousand men for duty. Their assignment: "Watch,
follow, locate people, arrest on the spot if possible,
otherwise arrest them as soon as they leave."
Arrests started on April 3. In the middle of the
night of the fourih, two hundred trucks drove into
the square, the wreaths were taken away and the
people standing guard over them seized and thrown
into jail.
At dawn on the fifth people arrived to find the
square empty and three rows of guards around the
monument preventing anyone from approaching it'

Battle

As this news spread through the city, people
streamed furiously to the square. Among the first

were students from Middle School No. 172 carrying
a wreath. As they proceeded solemnly toward the
monument,'the crowd applauded and opened up for
them to pass. The guards stppped them.
Student: "Why can't we go to the monument?"

Guard: "Needs repair." (The answer he
told to give.)
Student: "WhY todaY, of a1l daYs?"

had

been

No answer.
The people began to demand, "Why don't you
allow us to present our wreaths?"
In front of the Great HaJl of the People a cry
rang out: "Return our wreaths ! Return our comrades!" Then a follower of the gang dressed in
worker's clothes suddenly began shouting, "Chou
En-lai is the biggest capitalist-roaderl" The people
turned on him in fury. "Why are you against Premier Chou?" they yelled' The man fled toward the
Great HaII but was seized and surrounded by thousands of infuriated people. At this point a police
car arrived. The police accused the masses of trying
to break into the Great Hall.
Now a police loudspeaker car began broadcasting, "The commemoration activities are over. Everybody leave the square at once. Beware of sabotage
by a handful of class enemies." The people crowded
around the car. "You mean the people are class
enemies? Who's really sabotaging and making
trouble?" The driver did not answer. In a rage
the people overturned the car and smashed the
loudspeakers.

When people discovered that the suppression
was being directed from a two-story building on the
southeast corner of the square, thousqnds surrounded it and sent three representatives in to demand
13

that their wreaths and comrades be returned. The
headquarters leader refused to see them and began
delaying tactics. The people's rage mounted. Why,
in the people's Tien An Men Square, was there only
freedom to confiscate wreaths but not freedom to
present them. Why only freedom to attack Premier
Chou but no freedom to honor him?
At five minutes past one in the afternoon the
enraged masses learned that the car parked outside
the building belonged to the headquarters head.
They overturned and burned it,
At 2:55 a small bus arrived bringing lunches to
t
the militia. (The militia was then under the control
A contingent marches toward the monument carrying a of the gang and many members did not realize that
huge banner with the poern: "Let us learn from our red they were being used to suppress the masses.) Peoforebears, To defeat demons they gave their blood, their ple
shouted, "We haven't eaten anything all day but
lives, faced ddath with no regrets. We remember our premier, so pure and forthright, who gave his heart for the you come to feed those who are suppressing usl"
people. We will make the ideals he left us come true.,'
Pao Nai-gung They also turned the bus over and burned it.
At 5:04 the people set fire tc the two-story
building as well. The people's suppressors escaped
through the windows.
By that time the great square was packed. No
one tried to stop the fire. State property was burning but deep in their hearts the people felt they were
striking against the fascist actions of the gang and
they ignored the possible consequences.
At seven in the evening the gang-of-four follower in the Peking Security Bureau gave an order:
"Tonight coordinate yoi-lr action. Organize well and
prepare weapons. Take clubs and handcuffs."
Suddenly at 9:35 all the lights in the square
came on so that it was as bright as day. Thousands
of men with "Workers' Militia" insignias and clubs
in their hands closed in from the corners of the
,jNili:t*t1.

square, surrounding the unarmed people and pushing

Four placards (arrow) denouncing the gang of four.

Chang Ching-teh

them into a smaller and smaller circle. Then the
lights dimmed again, screaun rang out and blood wet
the pavements. Now the gang of four stood revealed
as never before. They did not dare act durlng the
day but only under cover of the night. They did not
dare use official security units but called in their
the militia under their
"Second Armed Force"
control. They did not dare use guns but resorted to
clubs. And to cover up the sound of clubs and
screaming, they had the loudspeakers in the square
blast out the People's Liberation Army song "Three
Main Rules of Discipline and Eight Points for
Attention."
A railway worker unfurls a pledge: "Beloved
Premier Chou, we will defend you with dur blood
and our lives! ... By a member of the younger

generation loyal

to the Chineser:;rir.:?:;li';
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gang'
Arms linked and singing The lnternationole, th,e people unite against the attacks of ihe

Wu

Peno

had put out a series of confidential reports only for
based
On April 8, 1976 ilne People's Daily, still com- top Party and government leaders. Though
cut
and
were
reporters,
filed
these
by
pletely in control of the gang, published a fake report on stories
government
received
leaders
entitled "The Counter-Revolutionary Political In- distorted so that top
writers
and editors of
Later
the
false
information.
cident at Tien An Men Square," a fabrication from
gang in the Great
by
the
reports
were
toasted
these
beginning to end. This "report" was personally
work."
directed and revised by Wang Hung-wen, Chang HaII of the People for their "excellent
their
gang
Actually
had
won.
thought they
The
Chun-chiao, Chiang Ching and Yao Wen-yuan. One
of their methods was to put things together that had fascist actions were a catalyst in educating and me
nothing to do with each other. To give only one bilizing the people against them. The Tien An Men
example, they took extracts from two different incident was "the straw that broke the camel's back"
poems found on the square and put them together and led directly to their downfall six months later.
On the day after the bloodshed, people again
as proof of "fanatic opposition to the great leader
Chairman Mao." They quoted a leaflet put out by flocked to Tien An Men Square, this time to protest
some ordinary people which read, "During Premier the atrocities of the night before. On the night of
Chou's illness, Comrade Teng Hsiauping presided April 7, right after the article of the People's Da't'ly
over the work of the Central Committee and decisive calling the incident counter-revolutionary was broadvictories were won." This they labeled the work of cast over the radio, people pasted up slogans in the
counter-revolutionaries "trying to put forward Teng streets reading, "Down with Chiang Ching, Yao
Hsiao-ping just as in Hungary counter-revolution- Wen-yuan and Chang Chun-chiao!"* When the
aries put forward Nagy as their head." Teng, they article was headlined the next day in the People's
charged, was therefore "the general backstage Dai,ly, countless telegrams and letters of protest
manager pf this counter-revolutionary incident."
Before the public April 8th report the People's + ft was not yet clear to most people that Wang Hung-wen
Dailg, under the direct guidance of the gang of four, was also part of the gang.
Press Coverup
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poured into the pa,per's office. One addressed
to
"Editor Goebbeis', was signed ,,A worker militia
member present at Tien An Men.,, The letter fu_
riously exposed the gang's lies and concluded, ,,This
'Reichstag Fire, you staged wasn,t very bright!,,
Victory

The people carried on their struggle in other
forms. Across the country security units controlled
by the four were tracking down people alleged to

have spread political rumors or collected reactionary
poems or photos. Leaders in many places
of work,
however, pnotected people by stalling investigations

or never really carrying them out. Those imprisoned
refused to give in and carried on the batile against
the gang from their cells.
The people used ingenious methods to preserve

the p.recious revolutionary poems and photos of Tien
An Men. One person took his copies of the poems
to his home in the countryside and buried them,
Another buried his copies in a plastic bag in the
A white flower for .,Granitpa

Chou."

I
;1r"

Ihe

same day

in the city of

Chengchow,

Hsinhua

Western Hills near peking. Others hid them in
flower pots or the linings of coal stoves.
Sixteen teachers of Chinese in the Second
Foreign Languages Institute in peking risked going
to prison to collect, edit and mimeograph a collection
Pao Nai-yung
they erititled "selected Tien An Men poems,, (see
page 17), signing it ',Tung Huai Chou,, which means
"Together Cherishing the Memory of premier Chou.,'
The Tien An Men incident of April 5, 1976 light_
ed flames throughout China, helped more and more
people see the real nature of the gang, and strength_
ened their resolution to fight back. Six months
later the Party Central Committee under Chairman
Hua smashed the gang and led China into a new
historic period. This act turned the people,s wishes,
so clearly expressed during the Tien An Men in_
cident, into reality.
In spite of the power and the lies of the gang
before it fell, the people ca,lled the nationwide rev_
olutionary movement which centered around the
Tien An Men incident ,,the great April Fifth Move_
ment." Today they feel this even more deeply. As
one commentator put it, ',This revolutionary people,s
movement stands on a par with the May Fourth
Movement of 191g. The May Fourth Movement
opened the Chinese peop.le,s democratic revolution.
The April Fifth Movement has begu4 a new era in
China's history. It proved the Chinese people,s
political maturity. They have their destiny in their
own hands, know the importance of developing and
using socialist democracy and law, and know how
to prevent servants of the people from turning into
masters of the people.,,
.1
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Fang Ai-ling

ln Nanking.

Tien An Men

OT

ln April 1976 during the Chingming festivol the Chinese people, defying the orders
of the gong of four, went to Tien An Men
Squore ond posted thousonds of poems honoring the lote Premier Chou En-loi ond protesting the gong's ottempts to seize power.
Teochers from the Peking No. 2 Foreign [on-

guoges Institute ignored personol donger to
copy ond preserye these poems. Selected
Tien An Men Poems hos recently been put
out by the People's literory Publishing House,
with the title inscribed by Choirmon Huo Kuofeng. The seven poems printed here were the
most populor.

few flowers from our home
At Chingming* we bring with tears in our
These

Poems

Chingming has come to Tien An Men,

Who can be unmoved at the scene?
Wreaths of flowers piled high amid
The masses of grieving people

Like mountain peaks amid the

clouds.

They remember the Premier,

Calling his name,
The sad tears dropping.
When they look upon those demons
Who have caused so much trouble
They can hardly contain their rage.

eyes.

A bouquet of flowers, the hearts of all

our

In our grief we hear the demons shrieking.

family.
The Premier

will live forever in the people's

hearts.

While we weep the wolves and jackals laugh.
Shedding tears; we come to mourn our hero.
Heads raised, we unsheathe our swords.

This poem was pinned to a bouquet of flowers anil signed
"From our whole family, old anil young.
t The traditional festival of Chingming, meaning ,,clear and
bright," combines the idea of memorial to the dead with
the advent 6f full-bloom spring and its activity.
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This poem was singled out by the gang of four as the most
counter.revolutionary of them all and a search was instituted throughout ihe country for the writer. IIe was a young
factory worker in Shansi province. The gang of four dlit

nbt catch him.

L7

TO A

CERTAII,| WO]'|AN

You must be mad to want
To be an empress!
We'lI give you a miror to look at yourself
And see what you really are.
You've got together a little gang
To stir up trouble all the time,
Trying to fool the people, capering about.
But your days are numbered.
Mao Tsetung Thought lights the way,
Helps us know the true from the false

And not be fooled.
Glorious as the sun and moon,
The Premier's memory will warm our hearts
For a thousand years.
His last drop of lifeblood was for the people,
His memory will shed its fragrance

For ten thousand

years.

Whoever dares attack our Premier

Is Iike a mad dog barking at the sun
To hell with you !
This poem lefers to Chiang Ching.

***
Let us wipe the tears from our eyes,
Make our last bow of reverence
And go back and sharpen our swords!
His death is not the end of struggle,
His death is his eternal monument.
Let us wipe the tears from our
Dear Premier,
In this, our last-ditch battle,

eyes.

Take everlasting consolation.

Let us wipe the tears from our eyes.
Comrades,

"The people love the people's premier, the people,s
premier loves the people. . . ." This poem on a wreath at
the monument spread across the country by word
"t"lflXrrr;

Go back and sharpen your swords!
,**ir

Even before our Premier's last wish
been fulfilled
The traitors' ambition has taken shape.

has

stir up evil winds
The Monkey King will subdue them with
Wherever demons

his

golden cudgel.
For our country our heroic forebears shed

their blood,
Can we who come after ask to do less?
Forever loyal to our leader,
We'll give our lives to subdue those demons.

Dear Premier, you served the people

With a merit rare beneath the heavens.
Though a man of unusual cut,
You never bragged about your deeds.

Your loyalty to the people touches the skies,
And we, we'll smile and tell your noble soul:
.
Don't worry,
Never fear, be at ease,
We have vowed to modernize.
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the Cont,poser tla I{o
IIAI IISING

FATHER died on July 27, 1976. He just missed the Japanese, put up no resistance, Instead, it
MY
rvr seeing the fall of the gang of four who had suppressed patriotic people who wanted to fight
persecuted him so cruelly. It would have made him Japan. For the young people it raised the slogan,

so happy to know that he had been vindicated in his
fight for Chairman Mao's revolutionary line in art

and literature.
Father was a composer, and this enabled me to
have a'rich musical background as a child. Eventually
I decided to becoine a comlloser too" In 1970 I joined
the navy cultural troupe in that capacity but I
didn't seem to be able to write songs that people
liked. I asked Father if he had any "secrets of
success." He laughed. Instead of giving me a direct
answer he began telling me about how he came to
join the revolution, how he got to know the workers,
peasants'and soldiers, how he had used music as a
weapon to fight the enemy and to serve the people.
My father was born in 1918, a native of
Hsuchow, Kiangsu province. While in middle school
he was often praised by his teachers for his hard
work and good marks. But it was a time of national
crisis. The Japanese imperialists had occupied
China's three northeastern provinces and were
scheming to encroach upon all north China. The
Chiang Kai-shek government, more concerned with
suppressing the Chinese Communists than fighting
FEBRUARY
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"Save the country by studying hard," hoping this
would keep them out of politics. Many young people
were influenced by the slogan and my father was
one of them. He felt politics was the business of
politicians, so spent most of his time in the school
laboratory, dreaming of becoming an inventor.
One day in 1934 a schoolmate brought a song
sheet to school. It was "The Graduation Song" with
words and music by Nieh Erh. Up until then at the

end of every school year the students had been
singing "The Farewell Song" to graduates with words
that went something like this, "Good friends are
about tq part, to go to the ends of the sky and the
earth. Let's drink to our last happiness together, for
tonight the dream will be a chilly one of farewell"
This song by Nieh Erh was different. It had a
simple but forceful and spirited melody, which was
most refreshing. The lyrics began with: "Arise,
fellow' students, let's shoulder the task to save our
country!" The catl struck a responsive chord in
young people like my father, and awoke him to a
sense of political responsibility to the country. He
thought he could find the way toward national
strength and liberation through science.

19

T N 1935 my father entered Honan University in KaiI feng and took chemistry as his major. By then
the Japanese were stepping up their schemes to seize
the whole of China. All patriotic people worried
about the future of the country and there wEIs an
upsurge in the national patriotic movement. On
December 9 of that year students in Peking, led by
the Chinese Communist Party, took to the streets
and demonstrated under the slogans: "Stop the
civil war! Unite to fight the invaders!" and "Down
with Japanese imperialism!" In Kaifeng my father
and his schoolmates also marched in demonstration,
do
singing, "Point the gun muzzles at the foe
not fight your own countrymen!" a song by the
famous composer Hsien Hsing-hai. They went to
the railroad station and laid down on the tracks to
protest the Kuomintang government's policy of
capitulation and national betrayal. For the first time
in his life my father felt the mighty strength of a
united people. Something new and full of vitality
had come into his Iife.
On July 7, 1937 Japan launched a full-scale
invasion of China. My father put aside his unfinished
chemistry studies and threw himself into the
resistance movernent. He organized a university
singing group called "Roar in Anger" and later
joined a drama troupe that toured the Honan
countryside to arouse the people to the resistance.
Father had always liked music and had learned
to play the two-stringed fiddle erhu very well while
in school. In August that year the composer Hsien
Hsing-hai came to Kaifeng with a Shanghai drama
troupe. He taught songs to the workers and peasants
and made friends with the young people. Father
was among those who came to know him. Ilsien
Hsing-hai told the students, "Every one of you can
compose. You live in a great era and must have feelings you cannot contain. Try expressing them with

Comments

like these hurt and troubled

the

too. They felt the fault lay
with the listeners, who they thought were simply
too uneducated to appreciate their art. They did not
yet understand the primary question in all art and
Iiterature "for whom?" s7l9p to serve and how
students, and my father

- recognize the problem of
to serve. Nor did they yet
how to regard our artistic heritage
both Chinese
and foreign how to use it as an example
and its
relationship -to creative work.
In May 1942 Chairman Mao gave the famous
Talks at the Yenan Forum on Literature and Art.
They shook up my father, as many others. He
couldn't help thinking over a lot of things: Who was
it had made the world? Who created art? Whom
shouid art serve? How was the artist to integrate
his ideology, his life and his art?
Chairman Mao urged the academy people to go
out from the "small school" of the academy and into
the "great school" of society, to go among the masses
of the workers, peasants and soldiers and join in their
struggle, to get to know them and write for them.
This was what my father did. He went to the
countryside in northern Shensi and collected folk
songs and local operas, edited and published them.
He joined a yangko team and went to the villages
around Suiteh and Michih counties. There besides
Ma Ko (third right) in the "Salvation
Singing Group" of Honan University.

music."

Encouraged, Father wrote a song which he
titled "In the Luliang Mountains." It was about
guerrillas fighting the Japanese invaders. Hsien
Hsing-hai was enthusiastic about it, calling the music
"popular in form and national in spirit." "One can
hear from the song that the Chinese nation can never

be conquered," he said. The song quickly spread
through the areas behind the enemy lines.

n/fY FATHER'S true flowering as a composer began
JYI vThgn he went to Yenan il 1940 and enrolled in
the Lu Hsun Academy of Arts. Like many students
there, at first he thought patriotic fervor was all the
inspiration he needed, and that his task in the school

was to get a good musical training. Most of the
musical works they chose for performance were
Chinese or foreign classical compositions which had
nothing to do with reality. Often while they were
rehearsing in the auditorium the peasants watching
through the windows would say, "What are they
singing? Can't understand any of it."
20
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lla Ko getting peasants'

opinions.

Mao Sung-yu

giving performances the team members took part in
the peasants' struggle to reduce land rcnt" During
the movement for production in Yenan Father
Iearned to do a lot of things well, reclaiming
wasteland, growing crops, carryirrg manure on a
shoulder pole, making charcoal. He wrote skits and
plays and songs. He played in the orchestra and
acted on the stage. He also became an efficient cook
while out on tour.
Six months later when the academy began
preparing performances for the New Year and Spring
Festival celebrati.ons, teachers and students concentrated on short, lively works in folk forms such as
the yangko sketches and "Brother and Sister Reelaim
Wasteland." E'r,'erywhere it went the academy's
gangko team attracted tremendous crowds.

E\ATHER paid special attention to learning folk
[' songs and r:lances from the local people. Once
in 1943 during a tour in Suiteh he heard of a song
very popular among the people called "The East Is
Red" in praise of Chairman Mao. The peasant who
was singing it had just left to go somewhere else.
Father set out to find him. He had to walk some 15
kilometer.s before finally catching up u'ith the -singer
Li Yu-yuan. He transcribed the meiociy and wrote
down all 20 stanzas. Back in Yenan he worked on
the music while others improved the words. It
became the famous "The East Is Red" as we know

it

today"

That same year my father went with the Lu

Hsun Acaderny yangko team to Nanniwan to perforrn
for the arrny units reclaiming the wasteland there.
It was a fuli day's walk from Yenan and the team
members carried their own bedrolls, costumes and
stage properties. Three years before when Father
had first gone there, Nanniwan was a deserted place

of stony slopes overgrown with brush and

weeds.

This time they crossed the last ridge in the dark.
They looked down to see rows of lights shining
FEBRUARY
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through windows of cave houses. As they stood
taking it in, a line of dancing lights came moving
toward them. It was the men of the 359th brigade
coming to welcome them by torchlight. Everyone
cheered and ran down and hugged the soldiers like
old friends.
The next day the men of the 359th brigade gave
a performance of their own creations which surprised
the academy people with their warmth and vigor.
What moved my father even more were the tremenfields of crops. herds
dous changes in the place
- the
all created by the hands
of animals and new houses,
of the soldiers. These were the people they should
sing the praises of. The yangko team worked all
night and the next day gave a performance of aIInew nurnbers, inciuding the song "Nanniwan" which
my father had written, which is still popular today.
After the yangko team returned the schocl
leaders suggested. that they write an opera on the
basis of a tale that was being told around the
countryside. A peasant gir1, rapeci by a despotic
Iandlord, escaped and hid in the mountains.
Gradually her hair turned white. Several years later
she was discovered by the Communist-Ied Eighth
Route Army anC brought back to a liberated village.
Some thought the story too fantastic. Father
and some other comrades believed if done well it
could be very moving. Study cf Chairman Mao's
Talks at the. Yeman Forum on Literature and Art
helpeci tl-iem see more elearly that the story of this
peasant girl could well typify the bitter life of the
vast majority of Chinese rural women. For the opera
music they used elements from the Chinese opera
and fo'Lk music as the basis and adapted certain
techniques and forms of expi'ession from western
music and operas. The resul.t was ?he White-haired
Girl, China's first fuli-length revolutionary opera
that later aroused millions to rise and fight their
oppressors.

T N 1947 my father and many of his fellow stuI dents went to the newly liberated northeast as
members of an army troupe. Visiting factories they
were impressed by the machines and the quick
tempo of work but knew little about the workers.
Asked to sing some songs, they gave several about
peasants strugg).ing against the landlords. An old
worker asked for songs about workers. They had
none. They then asked the workers to tell them
about their experiences, oppression and humiliation
under Japanese occupation, and hcw they felt at
being their own masters after liberation.
Gradually they got to understand the workers
better and saw why the highly-organized working
class should be the leading class. Father composed
"We Workers Have Strength," a song still widely
sung today.

After the city of Shenyang was liberated the
music workers there formed an orchestra. Father
wanted to write something new, something Chi.nese
for the orchestra. IIe studied methods of expression
2L

in western symphonic works, taking copious notes,
and experimented with adding tlne banhu, a deeptoneci Chir.rese fiddle. 1o the orchestra. The result
u,as "Norrh Shensi Suite" which depicts the stirring
struggle in the liberated areas and the people,s joy
over victory,
7[ fffn liberation Father served concurrently as
/-ldilector of the China Music Conservatory and
director of the China Opera and Ballet Theater. When
Chiang Ching and her gang took control in the arts
the;z attacked r,r,r'iters and artists who worked according to Chairman Mao's revolutionary line. ,'Ma Ko
is not one of us," Chiang Ching once declared. She
and her people removed Father from hi.s positions
and for nine years made it impcssible for him to do
any u'olk. It
not until 19711 when Chairman Mao
"vas
in.-tr-ucted that
rvork in art and literature should be
readiusted that the gang people u,ere forced to put
Father back in charge of the China Opera and Batlet
Theater. Father was already seriously ill but he went
resolutely to work
The year 1975 was the 40th anniversary of the
death nf Nieh Erh and the 30th anniversary of the

death of Hsien Hsing-hai. both long ago cited as
people's musicians by Chairman Mao. Chairman
Man had given his approva). of plans for activities in
memory of these two pioneer composers of China,s
revolutionary music. But the gang wanted to erase
from hisiory the revolutionary musical tradition
begur-r b;r Nieh Erh and Hsien Hsing-hai. They did
everything they could to tone down the men-rorial
activities and to belittle the composers' achievements.

"How despicably some people are trying to

deny

the historical place of Nieh Erh and Hsien Hsing-hai!"

said my father with deep anger. "But they won't
succeed. Nothing can take them away from us."'
When asked by China Reconstructs to write an
article in memory of Hsien Hsing-hai. Father gladly
agreed. Though he couldn't stay up for long periods.
he finished "The Hsien Hsing-hai I Knew" in a very
short time. It was the first and the last article he
wrote in those nine years. I felt deeply gratified to
see it appear in the February 1976 issue of the
magazine, for it was a victory in the battle to defend
our revolutionary musical tradition.
In the spring of 1976 Father's cirrhosis of the
liver turned into cancer. He could no longer get up
from bed but he wrote the music for the suite "The
Tachai Road." After that his condition worsened. He
became so weak that he had to stop several times
while speaking a single sentence. But to make ihe
aim of his music clear to the singers he sang the song
himself on tape for them. In 1976 when performing
groups from the opera and ballet theater were to
Ieave for the countryside, he wrote four poems as a
send-off" "Take workers and peasants as teachers in
all humility/Foliow the road pointed out by Chairman
N{ao with all your heart." He even wrote a long
poem on the train going to Shanghai for treatment
predicting that the groups, which were to come back
soon, would have learned a lot.
"When I get we1l," he said. "the first thing I'11
do is go out with a tour group." He always wanted
to be one with the masses of the people and fight
alongside them!

[Ia Ko congratulates
singers who have
pertormed the suite
"The Tachai Road."
Fan Yuno-chi
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Brain operation under microsurgery

and

acupuncture anesthesia at Peking's Hsuanw'u Hospital to remove a pituitary tumor,

Neurosur ery

in Chima
WANG CTIUNG-CIIENG

INEUROSURGERY,
-

practically non-existent in pre-

' liberation China, has developed in the country

only in the last 20 years. Today there are 1,300 neurosurgeons. 260 hospitals doing such operations, 27 of

which have handled over a thousand brain tumor
cases alone.

Diagnosis and treatment of brain injuries and
cerebrovascular diseases have reached a fairly high

level. In some hospitals mortaiity from serious head
injuries has dropped to 18 percent, in brain tumor
surgery to 5.4 percent, intracraniai aneurysm to
4 percent and cerebro-hemorrhage to 17 percent.
Surgical repair of cerebral blood vessels and microsurgery in brain tumor cases, developed only recently
abroad, is also being done. Peking's Hsuanwu Hospital, for example, admits about 50 brain tumor cases

for surgery every month

-

more than old China's

WANG CHUNG-CHENG is head of the
departrnent in Peking's Elsuanwu Hospital.
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neurosurgery

highest medical center handled in its twenty year,s
before liberation.
Brain surgery departments were set up in several
hospitals in Peking, Tientsin and Shanghai between
1952 and 1955. Only two surgeons had had any experience in brain surgery at a1l, and this of a minor
nature. Under their guidance, however, groups of
neurosurgeons were gradually trained and the departments expanded.
Raising Surgical Levels

Clinical practice and collective study of the results is the key to raising diagnostic and treatment
levels. It has brought neurosurgery in China largely
up to standard and even permitted new advances in
some fields.

An example of this approach is the present treatment of head injuries, where speed is decisive in
preventing death or disability. A survey showed'that
t?

50 percent of the mortalities

in

sueh cases were due

to hemorrhage and accumulations of blood (hematomas) in the brain tissue. Prompt and accurate location of these, and surgery to remove them, is necessary. Yet locating them with ultrasonic examination
or X-ray after the iniection of radlopaque solution
is time-consuming and complicated. After carefully
analyzing many cases of hemorrhage and hematoma,
neurosurgeons worked out the relationship between
the parts of the brain most Iikely to have hematoma,
the direction and point of the blow, and the Iines of
bone fracture. This enables them to locate the hematoma quickly and remove it before it causes death.
About one fifth of all head injuries result in more
than one hematoma. lMith this new knowledge neurosurgeons can now remove thern in one operation.
To speed up the treatment of brain injuries. networks have been set up linking local hospitals with
neurosurgical departments in large hospitals, Most
head injury cases arrive at local hospitals. Here they
receive emergency treatment while specialists are
being called lrom the big hospitals. The larger hospitals train doctors in the local ones. In most hospitals today, head injury patients needing surgery get
a physical checkup, laboratory tesis, X-ray and preparation for surgery within the first 20 minutes.
Research

By 1960 China's neurosurgery was ready f or
more rapid advance" The Peking Neurosurgical Institute was established. Combining theory 'arith research and clinical pr:actice, the institute has made a
number of important contributions.
In its first years the institute chose two subjects
which badly needed research brain tumors and
brain edema. Edema, the abnormal accumulation of
fluid in the brain, is often the result of injury or
surgery, and was a major cause of death or disability.
Working with other departments, researchers created
brain ederna in animals, then compared the effect of
various dehydrating agents having a higher osmotic
pressure than the edema fluid. Mannitol and urea
were the most effective and these are now used
widely.
In its research on brain tumors the institute induced malignant tumor in the brains of mice with
chemical drugs. Through years of breeding, a genetic
line of this turnor was established through 300 generations. Then the researchers experimented with
24

various western and Chinese traditional medicines
and with radioactive isotopes. Putting the most
effective of these into clinical practice, some success
has been obtained with human brain cancer, including the proiongation of life.
The integration of research with clinical practice
has resulted in lower mortality rates in brain tumor
surgery and better preservation of normal nerve
function after surger:y. For example, in some hospitals the total removal of acoustic tumors has reached 83.6 percent. At the same time the rate of facial
nerve preservation has risen to 90 percent. Mortality
in such cases has dropped to less than 3 percent.
In pituitary tumor, intracranial and trans-sphenoidal
approaches are now used under microsurgery. This
makes a complete removal of the tumor possible while

keeping the normal endocrine function of the
pituitary.

Iligher Goals
In some areas of China, disease of the blood
vessels of the brain causes more deaths than cancer
or heart disease. Hemorrhage frcm excessively high
biood pressure and destruction of brain tissue caused
by cerebral arterial occlusion (infarct) are most
common among older people. Using surgery for
hypertensive cerebral hemorrhage has brought better
results than conservative methods formerly used.
Research on the artificiaI criltivation of brain
turrrrr tissue at the Fekin8 BJeurosurgical trnstitute,

CHINA RECONSTEUCTS

Rt'search on tumor transplanta[ion on mice.

Cerebral infarct is now also treated with surgery.
The first successful joining of the superficiaL temporal artery with branches of the cerebral middle
artery to restore the blood supply to infarcted brain
tissue was done abroad in 1967. In 19?5 the more
difficult joining of the occipital and cerebellar arteries
was done. China's neurosurgeons studied these
achievements and experimented. But before they
could use these methods, the gang of four halted
further advance by stigmatizing scientific research
as "neglect ol class struggle and an invitation to
revisionism."

In

1976, howevet.

the gang of four was elim-

inated and within months neurosurgeons had success-

joined the superficial temporal artery with
branches of the cerebral middle artery. Today 20
hospitals in the country are doing this operation.
f

u111,

Peking's Hsuanuru Hospital has performed more than
70 of them in the past two years.
Last June Hsuanwu Hospi.tal admitted a 45-yearold People's Liberation Army cadre. Ten months
earlier he had suddenly become dizzy and vomited.
A few days later his left arm and 1eg were totally
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paralyzed. An X-ray of the right carotid artery revealed a complete blockage of the blood supply to
the right side of the brain. Operation was performed
by rejoining arteries and in five days he began to
move his arm and leg. X-ray showed the smooth
joini.ng of the carotid artery had greatly increased
the blood supply to the brain. A month later the
patient was discharged, walking out by himself.
'In 197?, on the basis of neurosurgical experience
in other countries, surgeons at the Hsuanwu Hos:
pital did their first joining of the occi.pital and cerebellar arteries on a patient with numbness of the
Limbs due to insufficient blood supply to the brain.
The success of this operation was an achievement of
advanced world level.
Neurosurgery in China still has far to go, both
in widening the scope of its service throughout the
country and in raising technical levels. For example,
hospitais lack computerized scanning devi.ces needed
for measuring the tone of blood vessel walls' Basic
theoretical research is still behind adequate levels.
Nevertheless, ihe advances made in the last 20 years
are a base that permits more rapid progress.
otr

PIAYWNEG}IT I!I$GU$$E$
fuI(}DERT EIMAMfi
Tsaa Yu,68, a pioneer in the modern drama mouememt, has been one of China's leading plagutrigfuts
for nearl,y hal"f a centurA. His first toork, Thunder-

in 1933, immediately became the
most popular plag being staged in the cauntry's tfuea-

storm, published

ters.

Sunrise, Wilderness, Peking Man, Family and
Transformation, u:ritten during the 30s and 40s, rnere
presented on stage for years and used as teaching
material for students oJ literature and theater. They
usere translated l,nto Engllsh, French, Japanese, German, Russzan, Polish and Czech.
After liberation he usrote Brtght Skies ond Gall
and Sword. He is no'w Director of the Peking Peo-

lsao

Yu

Wu

Ch.u-pLrtli

a. The country is learning much about the
gang's persecution of writers and artists. What
ple's Art Theater, Vice-President of the Central happened to you then?
Theatrical lnstitute, Vice-President of tlte Lrition of
A. How can I telI you fully in a few words?
Chinese Dramatists and a member of the Standing Briefly speaking. the gang looked an,C sounded very
Committee of the National People's Congress. His "revolutionary" but as a matter of fact they were no
neu historical play, Wang Chao-chun, ti-ros published different than the Kuomintang as cultural dictators.
last Nouember. The foll.ou:ing are ercerpts from a The Kuomintang prohibited my plays. so did the
recent interuie'us r.oith China Reconstructs.
gang. The four said my plays didn't expose the darkness of the old society but instead supported the dark
a. First we want to congratulate you on your forces. Thus, my plays were poison and I was a
new play, Wang Chao-chun, recently published in "reactionary authority." The gang's false charges and
Peoytl,e's Li,terature. This will certainly please readers
ruthless persecution worsened my health to the point
throughout the country. What inspired you to write where I had to walk with crutches. But what made
this play?
me suffer the most was their announcing the death
A. Wang Chao-chun is the name of the heroine, sentence on my creative life as a writer.
My case was not unusual. Many writers and
a real figure in Chinese history. A Han girl of the
Western Han dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 24), she married artists suffered as I did. Chiang Ching banned nearly
a tribal chief of the Hsiungnu (Huns), a nationality in. all good works, whether ancient or modern, Chinese
north China. Without exception, traditional literary or foreign, and persecuted almost all writers and
works dealing with her story have called her mar- artists who had achieved success in their work. Many
riage unlucky. History, however, shows that this is were hounded to death. My o1d friend Lao Sheh was
not true. Bold and with high aims, she volunteered one of them. Among the one-time leaders of the
to marry the chief of a strange nationality and should Union of Chinese Dramatists I was the only survivor.
be regarded as a heroine of the time.
a. Now that the Union of Chinese Dramatists
In a taik with me in the early 60s Premier Chou has resumed its activities, do you expect a flourishing
En-lai said that he thought Wang Chao-chun had theater in the future?
A. Since the downfall of the gang of four the
contributed to the unity between natj.onalities in
ancient China. Inspired by this, I made up my mind theater is reviving rapidly. The restoration of the
to write a cheerful Wang Chao-chun'rather than the union is one result of this. The magazine People's
melancholy one so often described. In this play some Theater has resumed publication. Large numbers of
characters are real, some are not. But the personality fine works banned by the gang are being restaged.
of Wang Chao-chun, I think, is true to historical Quite a few new ,ones are appearing.
reality.
a. What are some of these?
A. Most of the revived works have long been
a. You made up your mind in the early 60s.
Does this mean that it took you nearly two decades popular with audiences. Among the traditional works,
to finish it?
some of them with a history of several hundred years,
A. Yes and no. It is true that some fifteen years are Monkey Makes Hauoc in Heaaen, The Forsaken
have gone by, but there were other factors. First, WiJe andWomen Generals oJ the Yang Famil.y. Plays
I wrote another historical p).ay, Gall and Sword, tn written after the May 4th Movement in 1919 include
this period. Second, when the gang of four was Thunderstorm, Famil"g and Pressgong. Works created
rampant I did not write anything at all. In other after liberation include Tsai Wen-chr., The Besteged
words, I put my pen aside for ten years.
Citg and many others.
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New u'orks are no less numerous. Some 230
were staged last year, including 91 plays, 16 operas
and 86 local operas. To name a feq.': Yang Kai-hui
with a relatively lengthy portrayal of Mao Tsetung,
The Neusboys depicting the revolutionary activities
of Premier Chou En-lai, Sion lncident, a historical
play dramatizing that event, and Logal Hearts condemning the gang of four. At the same time the
literary forms are beginning to be diversified. When
the Maple Leaaes Turn Red has aroused great interest
among theater-goers as a satirical comedy, a form
wfrictr had been gone from the stage for many years.
a. How do the audiences react?
A. You can get the answer to that by going to
any theater ticket office. The gang of four banned
most works, and those that were left they staged so
many times that audiences were bored to death and
wouidn't buy tickets. The gang then had to resort
to distributing tickets to different organizations to
get any audiences. This has been discontinued. Now
anyone can buy them. Today you see long lines in
front of ticket offices. Of course this is heart-warming encouragement to the playwrights, directors and
actors.

Reinstating public sale of tickets is a small thing
but it marks the end of the cultural dictatorship of
the gang and reflects the policy of "letting a hundred
flowers blossom" in literature and art.

introduced in China at the beginning of this century.
Shakespeare and Moliere. Ibsen" Shar.v. Gorky and
Chekhov all played a part in the development oI
modern drama in China. With its own traditic'rn and

style, Chinese theater matured .and became an important force. But this does not mean that we should
stop learning from good theater" abroad. Only
ignorant cultural despo.ts such as the gang ol four
need to bolster themselves by banishing foreign
literary and art works. We encourage people to iearn
from all progressive literature and art of the people
everywhere" We have much to do on this point.
a. For instance?
A. WeIl, first we'li translate and publish the
world's better-known theatrical works and stage
some foreign plays (and films). So tar we have
published, among other things, a new edi.tion af The
CompLete Works of SLrakespeare. We are now r:eady
to rehearse and present The Life of Galileo by the
German playwright Brecht. Meanwhiie we are expanding exchanges with the progressive theatrical
circles of other countries.
A. Has this exchange already started?
A. Yes. We have made a beginning. Theatrical
works reflect people's life, thoughts and feelings.
They help to promote understanding and friendship
among peoples. Exchange also gives us a chance to
learn from each other. A number of people from
theatrical circles have visited China. Not long ago I

a. The situation seems genuinely good. Do you
think there are still problems?
met the famous Japanese actor, Chojuro Kawarazaki,
A. Yes, I do. The gang called most previous and the prominent Amerlcan playwright, Arthur
plays poisbnous weeds. After they were ousted, Miller. Some foreign theatricai troupes have given

works serving their political schemes have been repudiated. Temporarily this has left the theater with
fewer performances. Nelv works, however, are appearing one after the other. Few of these have
reached a high level, mainly because the shadow of
the gang lingers in the minds of sorne people, making
them apprehensive and cautious. Also, some people
don't know what to do, though they havg been freed
from the shackles of the false-Left theories of the
gang. They're like people who have just been unbound but can't walk because their legs are numb.
a. How did the gang fetter creative writing?
A. They lald down many rules to prevent realIy
creative writing. But they can be boiled down to one
point: Realism was banished. No works could be
based on real persons and real incidents" Without
writing about reality, how can a good work be produced? We must rebuild the strong tradition of

performances here and some of our own troupes have
gone abroad. This exchange will expand greatly in

the future.
Tsao Yu (center) antl writer IIsu Chih (Ieft) visiting
thc home of a Kazakh herdsman at Urumcbi in L978.

in Chinese theater.
Moreover, in the blankness of the past ten years,

realism

the veteran writers have aged. There are far from
enough new writers. It is highly important to train
new talent. To do this weII we must learn from life,
from the past and from fine works of other countries.
a. When you say "fine works of other countries," do you refer to classic works?
A. We should certainly learn from classic works.
But there is something to learn from modern drama,
both as literature and as performance. Take drama
as performance, for example - my field. It is a form
FEBRUARY
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The 44th
Chimese Export Gommodities Fair
CHIU CHIEN

offered 40,000" The greater supply and variety of
export items is the result of China's rising indrxtri.al
and agricultural production in her drive to modernize
the country.
Over a hundred new products in such branches
as machinery. electronics, communications, meters
and ocean transport were displayed. Two models of
new Chinese ships, multipurpose, 3,700-ton and
17,500-ton freighters, attracted wide interest. China
began selling 3,000-ton tankers and freighters aiready
in 1976. ' A new type of muliipurpose 17,500-ton
freighter is being designed to a buyer's specifications,
to be delivered in 1980. A cruise boat of-reinforced
fiberglass attracted many foreign businessmen. It
was made to prevent pollution of water and air in
scenic Lake areas. Chinese shipyards are now building different types of such bttats to meet custorner
requirements.

A double column precision jig borer pro-

duced by the Kunming Machine Tools Plant.

H

sinlrua

Tr RADE has been very active thi.s time - which
points to a new beginning in China,s foreign
trade," a foreign observer at the 44th Export Com-

modities Fair commented last autumn. Many visitors
had the same impressl.on. More business was being
done in a better and more flexible way.
Held as usual at the Fair Building in Kwangchow
(Canton), the fair opened on October 15 to more than
5,000 businessmen from every part of the world.
Trade talks began almost at once and in some conference rooms businessmen waited in line. On the
first day nine Chinese trade delegations conducted

negotiations and heavy activity lasted until the final
day of the fair. Total trade volume was higher than
any previous fair. Total attendance at the one-month

fair

passed 39,000.

Greater Supply

in

The first Chinese Export Commodities Fair, held
1957, exhibited 12,000 products. The 44th fai.r

CHIU CHIEN is a staff reporter tor China Reconstructs.
oo

Chinese foreign trade authorities are trying to
provide more items for export and to raise quality.
For example, the design and performance of textile
machinery, electronic equipment, medical apparatus
and light industrial products have been greatly
improved.

Arts and crafts on traditional themes, banned by
the gang of four, were in great demand at the fair.
On the wali in the textile hall was a huge Hunan
embroidery of six magnificent tigers designed by the
famous artist Yang Ying-hsiu. It had taken the
workers a total of 2,698 hours to complete it for the
spring fair of 1974. The gang of four branded it a
monstrous work and forbade its display.
In the Arts and Crafts Hall, 80 percent of the
10,000 items were on traditional themes. Visitors
admired big ivory carvings such as "Goddess of Disenchantment from the Dream of Red Mansions" and
"Li Tzu-cheng Entering Peking" (he r,l'as a peasant
l,eader toward the end of the Ming dynasty) and iade
carvings such as "Princess Wencheng" and l'The
Herdsman and the Weaving Maid"
all works pre- the themes of
viously banned. Before the gang fe1l,
arts and crafts objects had become so limited and
of such poor quaiity that customers worrld not buy.
CTIINA RECONSTR{JCTS

The Chinese Export Commodities Fair builtling.

Chen Hsueh-szu

Machinery tlisPlay.

Sun Chih-cheng
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Chinese porcelain.

Hsieh Chun
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of Mercy Standing on a Sea-turtle in the South China

Sea"'
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as the import-export authorities move closer to international tra'de practices. These include processing
using the customers' raw materi.als and deslgns,
cooperation in parts production and assembly, and

compensatory trade. Customers can now rent expensive arts and crafts items for exhibit. Another change

is the acceptance of other currencies in pricing.
Export commodity prices are being adjusted more
in line with international levels. Imports to help
with China's modernization drive were emphasized
at the fair.. China's import and export companies
now also conclude long-terrn agreements. These
methods are helping to widen the scope of trade
negotiations.
Ready-to-wear garments.

Hsieh Chun

New Policy
China is now producing and selling what the international market needs and arranging production
of export commodities according to buyers' suggestions and requirements.
"This policy is common practice in international
trade," the head of the fair said. "In the past we
only sold from our normal range of domestic products. There was Iittle demand for some of these
and our foreign trade suffered. Now we not only
sell ordinary domestic products but sign contracts to
produce special items according to contract. To help
implenoent this policy representatives of our factories,
mines and farms also take part in trade negotiations.
This way they Iearn directly the clients' requirements
and suggestions for improvements, and the clients
learn how the eommodities they ordei will be
produced."

The China Machinery Equipment Export Company has been established to eliminate red tape and

Trade negotiations.

Hsieh Chun

The 44th fair, however, displayed many new
items by old craftsmen. For example, porcelain
figures by Liu Chuan, a veteran artist in Shihwan in
Kwangtung province. Such works as "The Lohan
Who Subdues Dragons," and figures of the immortals
Lu Tung-pin and ,Red Beard sold out quickly.
EVen though commodities at the fair were available in greater supply this year, customer demand
for some items could not be met.
Flexibility
China's flexible foreign trade policy at the fair
played an important part in expanding the volume
of trade. Formerly customers complained about
China's rigid husiiress methocls. This is now changing
9q

complicated intermediate links between customers
and many separate units. Organized under the
Ministry of Foreign Trade and the First Ministry of
Machine Building, it negotiates directly with customers, pians produetion according to their specifications
and improves quality in line with their suggestions.
In the past production units had no contact with the
customers and only put out what they were ordered
to. They did not know customers' opinions for their
products nor anything about market conditions and
trends. This caused losses in unsold or rejected

products.

After the fair a national foreign trade conference
'ras held. The head of the Peking Foreign Trade
Bureau declared, "In increasing our exports our
foreign trade peopie shouid use their heads more and
not be afraid of troubles" Greater foreign trade
means more foreign exchange with which to import
more machinery and technology." Li Chiang, Minister
of Foreign Trade pointed out that any system which
impeded the rapid developrnent of China's foreign
trade should be reorganized. Socialist politics must

be in command and econornic organizations and
procedures ailowed to play their full part"
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS
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qEASOliAL winds are the dom-

L/ minating factor in

China's
climate. This is due to its location
in the southeast part of the eura-

sian land mass. October-to-Aprii
winds from the northwest make
the winters cold and dry. Aprilto-September rnonsoons frorn the
Pacific make the summer months
hot and, in the southeast, rainy.
The great area and complexity
of the terrain give China many
types of clirnate. Her 5,500 kilometers from north to south cross
49 degrees of latitude over the
frigid, temperate and subtropical
zones. Over 90 ;rercent of the
land, however, is in the temperate
zooe. For instance, Hupeh province in the temperaie zone iras
an average annual tentEretrature ol'
16'C.
If you fly north in .Tanuary from
Kwangchow (Canton) you will gtl
through a rar-rge o{ cliuiates all in
one day. At the start ihe terRp-erature wili be around 13" C. anei tl:e
flowers in bloom. At Wuhan on
ihe Yangtze the temperature wiil
drop to about 4" C. and you'll need
more clothes. At Peking the temperature can be 5" C. below, zero
and at Harbin'in the northeast as
A village in the Turfan Easin,
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Sinkiamg"

trffi& a$e

low as 21' C. belo*, zero, a world FIere sea *inds bring 20 rainy
where fur clothes are neceasary. daSrs a rnonth and an annual preFrom the flowers of Kwangchow cipitation of 6,489 mm. The recto the ice and snow of }larbin tlie ord is 8,408 rnm.
temperature has droppecl over
Sinkiang's Tarim Basin, closed
30" c.
in by mou&tains, has China's
Places with the lowest *nd high- smai.lest rainfail" Jochiang r:n its
est temperatures: The norttrern soutr;heastern e.{ge gets only
part of Tibet on the Chinghai- 15"ii nlm, per year.
Tibet plateau is over 4.500 rneters
Fn*ces sq,ith tlle naost rainy and
above sea level. Ttre air is; thin,
ffog6l,daysr Every spring and
the earth's surface eccls repldly
and eold winds biow- the J,1ear autuzRi: it rains almost conround" Fermanently coveretl r""rith tinueiu-si;r in Kweichow pro.vince
where v;arm ntoist air meets dry
iec- and snow, its average annual
croid air. {n 'fhe city of Tu:rgtze,
temperature is 6" C. below aero.
In January, Moho in l{eiluirg- the average nu.rnber of rainy days
kiang province averages 30,6' L"" per J*es.r is i]?,4 or" three quarters
b"'Low zero. Sometirnel it drops to cf the year.
Cnungking in Szechuan pror,52.'J C. belovr zero, thr: lolyest
ince
iis ,,v'eil know-n f or its fog.
jn
t.et::perature ever recorded
L6'ing
at the confluence of the
tli:ilia.
The Turfsn lSasin in Sinkiang Chialing and Yangtze rivers and
is the. hottest place in China in the s'.ri'rounded by rrcilntains, it is
surnmer. Wiih iittle rain, stl'ong colrered witla fog mrornings and
suniighi and dry air ti:e average even.ings i:ecause the evaporation
te:n.ptr:-aii;l'e in Jr,iiy is 83"4' C. The from the ri"./ers cannot disperse
highest go*t +v'er 4*' ,--l
easiiy. Chungking has about 100
Places with the gre*tes{ an$ i<rgg_v da;;s fi year, mostly in the
least rain{all: The greatest an-rount winter. Sztlcl:ua.n's farnou,s M<lunt
of rain in China falls at Huoshao* Omei is shrouded in tog 323 days
liao on a windward sloi:e southeast & year, the highest number in
of Keelung in Taiwan province. China.
Comm*ne rnembers

in tleilulrgkiaug province go hunting,
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Ma Yu-huai speaks at a rally cdlebrating the 20th
anniversary of the Ningsia Hui Autonomous Region.

Liu

Ch.en

Truenty Years
@f the Ningsia
un Automomous Rugioxl
MA YU-HI.]AI
The Ningsia Hur Autonomou.s Region, possed the 20th mLlestone of its Jounding in October 7978. In
this connection a China Reconstructs reporter tnteroieused Ma Yu-huai, secretary of tLrc Com,munist
Partg Committee end Vi.ce-Chairman of the Reuolutionary Comrnittee of tlte region. Ma,62, of Hui
national.itg, hel,ped" organize the Hui people in north China to fight the Japanese inuasion betu:een 1937
a,nd. 7945. In th.e War of Liberatian (l}ie-qC) he toas political com'nrissar of a People's Liberation Army
unit comtposed o! tr7uis. After the nati.onuide Liberation in 1949 he aorked as aice-director of the Chi.nese
Islamic Assoctation and ruas el,ected to the first, second and tltird natianal people"s congresses. He has
leil rnang del,eg1ations t:n friendly uisits to Asian end Arabic countti.es.

rnHE traditicn of local autonomy Ior the Hui peo- had strict rules about no billeting in mosques, no
t ple of Ning.sia goes back to the time of the eating of pork while in the area, no collection of
Workers' and Peasants' Red

Arrny. In October 1935,

the army, led by Chairman Mao, had been on the
Long March for a year when it leached the Lirip,an
Mountains tower:ing ovei: the southern part of the
named because one must make six
region
- so
dangerous hairpin curves to reach the summit of its
highest peak. On the other side of these mountains
the army would reach its destination. northern
Shensi province. It was late autumn, the air brisk,
the sky high and clear. Reining in his horse on a
peak Chairman Mao composed his poem "Mount
Liupan," expressing the high aspirations and determination of the Red Army in their northward march
to fight the Japanese, who were threatening to
occupy north China.
The people in the Liupan Mountain region are
mostly Huis, one of China's minority nationalities
of the Moslem faith. They suffered greatly at the
hands of the reactionary rulers, so were most suspicious of this army composed mainly of Hans,
China's majority nationality. Carrying out Chairman
Mao's poiicy toward minority peoples, the Re<i Army
34

funds there, and no confiscatiorr of property of Hui
land'lol'ds. Men from the Red Army went among
the Huls to talk about unity among the nationalities
fighting the enemy. Ihey helped the people with
their work and to cope with economic difficulties.
Such an army was new to the Hui people there. It
brought them a ray oI hope.
In Tunghsin and Haiyuan counties north of the
Liupan Mountains the Red Army helped the Hui
people set up the Yuhai Hui Autonomous Government in August 1936, the first self-governing Hui
power in Chinese history. Later the reactionaries
killed its chairman and many other revotrutionaries
and the governrnent was forced to disband. Though
it was short-li.red, this seed of revolution sown by
the Red Army struck root among the people. They
joined with the people of Cbina's other nationali.ties
to struggle against the Japanese and made a contribution to the liberation of the country.
In September 1949 the People's Liberation ,A.rmy,
successor to the Red Army, returned and overthrew
Ma Hung-kuei, local pilier of Chiang Kai-shek's
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

Kuomintang rule, warlord over the Ningsia area.
Conditions were laid for the Hui people of Ningsia
to begin their move toward socialism. The Ningsia
Hui Autonomous Region was founded on October 25,
1958, under the direct guidance of Chairman Mao
and Premier" Chou En-lai.

rFHE POLICY of regional national autonomy was
I formulated by Chairman Mao on the basis of
Marxist-Leninist theory on the national question and
in accordance with historical and present conditions
in China. China is a unified multinational country
whose history and culture have been jointly created
by many peoples. It is in the common interest to
have the nationalities united and proceeding in unity
along the socialist road. The policy of regional naHui and IIan kinrlergarten children.

tional autonomy is fundamental to solving problems
of relations between nationalities in our country'
Regional national autonomy is possible wherever
one or several minorities live in a compact community.
In such areas the minority people are self-governing
in local affairs under the leadership of the central
government and Communist Party"
Regional national autonomy is to guarantee that
the minority people have equal rights in government'
Key in this is training cadres from the minority nationalities. The Ningsia region has made great efforts in this respect. Many minority cadres have
been trained in schools and short-term classes or
through sending them to work for a while in other
places. They have now assumed leading positions

at all

levels.

Hsinhua

More than 35 percent of the deputies to the
region's Fourth People's Congress-its highest organ
of power are from the Hui or other minority na- The congress elected
tionaiities.
a new revol.utionary

committee to carry on the functions of regional
government. One-thirci of its 69 members are
rninority people.
Nqw the region has 8,000 minority cadres, three
times as mai-ry as in 1958. They include rnembers of
the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist
Party, deputies to the lrlational people,s Congress,
regional Party committee and revolutionary eommittee leaderx, heads of prefectures, counties, people,s
communes and industrial enterprises.
Many of the Hui women, oppressed and exploitmost
cruelly and fettered by the feudal ethical
Traetor tires in Yinchuan Rubber Flant, Ningsia pictorial ed
code in the old society, have been trained as cadres
or are doing outstanding work. One of them is Ma
Chin-hua from a village in the Liupan Mountains,
an alternative member of the Chinese Communist
Party Central Committee. Another is Wang yaohua, daughter of a former hired hand. who was
elected a member of the Standing Com.mittee of the
Fifth National People's Congress.
EGIONAL national autonomy has made it easier
for the central government to help Ningsia
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develop economically and culturally from its former-

ly

'@.

backward state.

Ningsia is richly endowed, but under Chiang
Kai-shek and Ma Hung-kuei the landlords and
bureaucrats bied the people white with taxes. A
tenth of the population was pressganged intb the
Kuomintang army, causing much land to go
unfarmed. Communications were deplorable.
Such things hindered socialist constru-etion there
in the period directly after liberation. I remember
in the spring of 1958 when I came to Yinchuan, the
.capital, from Peking, I had to go by rail to Lanchow
in Kansu province to the west and take a bus back.
There was no rail line to Ningsia. Not long afterward
the first railroad to cross the region was completed,
that from Lanchow to Paotow in Inner Mongoli'a,
Profound economic, cultural and politicai
changes have taken place in the region in its 21 years
of existence, even in spite of serious damage done
by Lin Piao and the gang of four in recent years'
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But Ningsia still lags behind other provinces and
autonomous regions and the central government gives

Mi

Shou-shi

fight to develop agriculture, industry and Iocal re-

sources at higher speed.
all-round assistance. In its annual budget 4g.86
Before liberation all the industry Ningsia had
percent comes from the central government. The was one small generator
of a foreign make and some
regional government does not pay out any of the handicraft workshops. Now it has a
thousand large,
profit or taxes industrial enterprises turn over to it, rhedium-sized or small enterprises, embracing
coal,
but keeps these for use in Ningsia. This is true even power, oil, metallurgy, machine building,
electronics,
of enterprises built with central funds. The central textiles and tanning, and turning out a thousand
government has constructed a number of major kinds of products.
Ttre region has rich natural refactories and mines and other key projects to help sources, especially coal. The
Shihtsuishan Coal Mine
strengthen the area's weak industrial foundation. It has become one of the country,s
new coal centers,
has sent in quantities of trained personnel and and some other mines have been built which
supply
materials from other parts of the country. Every local needs and industry in nearby provinces.
year it supplies a certain amount of funds specially
for the peasants there to help them tide over
financial difficulties in their production and daily life.
YELLOW RIVER which runs through the
Besides helping foster Ningsia,s revolution and T",
^ central part of the region has been used for
construction, such state aid has also been a source irrigation since ancient times.
But before liberation
of encouragernent for the minority peoplas in their the canals had long been neglected and lack of proper

it
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Chen Szu-yu
Wang Yao-hua has continued 60 6to fietrtl work sihee she was elected a rnem-

ber of the Standimg Cornmittee of 6he Fitth National Feople,s
trtrarvesting boxthorn freri6.

Wang Hsin-chu
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drainage haa turn-ed stretches of good land alkaline.
Land improvement has been done on a big scale oVer
the past 21 years. Old canals have been rebuilt and
new ones dug so that the facilities of this ancient
irrigation project can be fully utilized. Most of the
cultivated land has been made into long strip fields

but both Hans and Huis are rnaking efforts to get
rid of these wroarg views.
The exposure of Ma Chen-wu in 1958 is an
example. Ma Chen-wu was a reactionary big land-

CONSTITUTION stipulates that citizens
cHINA',S
r-,. enjoy the freedom to believe in religion and
freedclrn not to believe and to propagate atheism. It
also states that every nationality has the right to
preserve or make reforrns in its own customs and
way of 1ife.
It is government policy to respect and protect
normal religious activities. T?re Party adopted a

credited him.

to facilitate both irrigation and use of machinery.
Water projects in the mountains have enlarged the
irrigated area. Agriculture and animal husbandry
have developed rapidly, and there has been a concomitant development in '6ciend., education, culture
and public health work. The standard of living is
rising in both city and countryside.

policy of uniting with patriotic Moslems of the upper
strata, educating and rernolding them. Regional
leaders asked them to take part in politieal studies
in order to gain a deeper understanding of why they
should take the socialist road. Some prominent
Moslems have made a particular contribution to the
country's socialist revolution and construction as
elected membera of the region's People's Congress or
become leaders or members of its People's Political
Consultative Conference. Four Moslems have gone

lord and feudal chieftain who before liberation had
helped the Kuomintang suppress revolts of the Hui
people. After liberation, according to the policy of
uniting with all strata of the minority nationalities,
he was invited to be a member of the committee preparing for regional autonomy in the hope that he
would change. Instead, he utilized religion to stir
up trouble between the nationalities and eonspired
to stage a counter-revolutionary uprising. He bullied
and even killed Huis who dared to disobey him. The
Hui people finally rose up and exposed and disDuring the cultural revolution Lin Piao and the
of four and their followers in Ningsia posing
as Leltists sabotaged implementation of the Party's
policies toward minority nationalities. They claimed
that the question of nationalities had already passed
out of existence. They referred to all customs of
the minority peoples as "backwardl' and "conservative." Minority cadres were a prime target for their
slander and persecution. Atl this had a very bad
effect on unity among the nationalities.
Through exposure and criticism of these charlatans, the people of the various nationalities have
come to see more clearly that these actions were part
of a scheme to seize power in the Party and government and thett Lin Piao and the gang of four were
the common enemy of all nationalities. This realization has strengthened unity.
gang

abroad on pilgrimage.

Every city and town in Ningsia has restaurants
and shops providing food prepared according to
Moslem regulations and Hui custom, and butchering
of animals for meat is done by imams. Dining rooms
at places of work are supposed to provide special
meals for Moslems. Where there are only a few

Moslems and this is difficult to do, the government
provides the individuals with an additional food
subsidy to enable them to eat elsewhere.
Ttre people's government pays special attention
to the production of goods wanted by the minority
peoples, including those for Moslem festivals. Now
among the 100 kinds of such goods on the market,
40 are produced in the region itself.

IIEFORE LIBERATION Chiang Kai-shek and

IJ

Ma

Hung-kuei deliberately incitEd hostilities among
the Hui, Han, Mongolian and Manchu peoples in the
area, and among the different sects of Moslems,
often to the point of bloodshed. Since liberation
understanding and mutual respect developed in the
@urse of fighting common enemies and building up
the region and eventually new socialist relations. of
equality and mutual help have been achieved.
However, both Han chauvinism and local nationalism are still sometimes a &urce of conflict,
FEBRUARY

1979

rFHAT there should be contradictions among the

I people is no surprise. But it is possible to settle
such problems because in socialist society there is
no fundamental conflict of interest between the nationalities. Some leaders, out of a background of
Han chauvinism, did not strictly adhere to the Party's
policy on minority people's customs during the time
of Lin Piao and the gang. During the mass criticism
that followed their fall there was a mass reeducation
on the Party's policies. The principles of equality
and unity among nationalities were restudied and implementation of them reexamined. Meetings were
held to hear opi.nions and suggestions from the
minority people and leaders rnade special efforts to
carry out the'policy and improve their style of work.
This was welcomed by the people. "The old Red
Army tradition has come back," one old Hui man
observed.

The people of Ningsia will never forget the concern shown by Chairman Mao and Premier Chou for
their problems. A symbol of this is the copy of the
poem "Mount Liupan" done by Chairman Mao in his
own hand in 1961 at the request of the region's lead-

ers. It contiriues to be an inspiration to the people
of Ningsia as they strive to do their part in building
the country into a strong, modern one.
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Vignettes

of Hui Life-l

Over holf the people in Wuchung county, locoted olong the Yellow River

in the

Ningsio Hui Autonomous Region,

ore Huis. How ore the Huis, long held bock by o rigid feudol trodition, moking the tronsition to modern lirfe? Whot
ploce does Islom hold in their lives todoy? ln the two lollowing orticles ond two to oppeor in the Morch issue

ol Chino Reconstructs, our

reporter gives glimpses oI their life.

legal marri rge a few da ys earlier at the commune
what was at issue now was simplv
ffi:t::Tr"Jir',""?.so
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guests had been inviteci to dinner, which was s6rved

on

Fridoy i:"{"iqxl:':It;iliyH;f#'ffi,*ikT::im

ting Shao-yun and Chin Tsui-lien got
\f/UfU
Yv married they wanted a new-style wedding.
Ting's grandmother, 63, a devout Moslem, said it
should be on Friday, the traditional Moslem religious
day. She thought this would please AIIah so that He
would protect the young people. The rest of the 12
members of the family wanted to respect her wishes,

so the wedding was on Friday. The young people
didn't mind which day it was, but they are not
religious and were against having the imam chant
at their wedding. Out of consideration for the guests,
however, who were mostly Moslems, they let the
parents call the imam in to kill the chickens and
sheep to be prepared for the feast.
Ting Shao-yun, 24, the young man, ,worked in
his production team for a while after graduating from
the commune junior middle school, and later became
a miner. He is respected for being good in his work
and other aspects too, and is a member of the Communist Youth League. Two years ago while on a
visit to relatives in another commune he met Chin
Tsui-lien, now 22. Like him, she had done farm work
after junior middle school, and at the time of her
marriage was working in a commune-run carpet
factory. She, too, is a good worker and was also a
member of her commune's women's basketball team.
Both sets of parents are happy about the match. The
youlg couple had in fact gone through the actual
44

for the elderly people.
The guests were served traditional Hui festival
food
stewed veal, mutton, cold gelatin, fried cakes
According to Hui custom, members of the
and rice.
groom's family go to get thE bride in the afternoon.
With a tractof and wagon provided by the producbest seats'uere

The newlyweds in front of their home.

Liu

Chen

tion team, in the afternoon the groom's aunt went
to bring the bride and her guests from her village.
On Friday one sees many such outfits on the
.
roads, with tractors decorated with red ribbons or
horses with red tassels and silk ribbons. The most
impressive one I saw was a new rubber-tired cart
drawn by four horses. The driver, an old man wearing a black coat and the traditional white Hui skullcop, was smiling from p-6i to ear. About nine
people were seated on the cart, some of them middleaged women wear.ing the white caps, and some older
women wittl the traditional white shoulder-length
headdress. Seated in their midst was an attractive
young woman wearing a pink coat and light blue
nylon scarf, who must have been the bride.
When Chin Tsui-lien, the bride, and her guests
arrived at the festivities in the Ting family household, she went to rest in her new chamber. After
eating, her guests sat around talking about life and
. farm work with their hosts and then walked out
to see the new canals and fields. Late in the after-

'Seed-C rszyt

noon they went home the way they had come.

up.

In the evening the Ting courtyard was all lit

This was the time for the bride and groom to
entertain the young people. They treated them to
dates, sunflower seeds and candy. The highiight of
the evening is to have the new couple sing to entertain their guests. They knew that Ting was not good
at this, so left him alone. But when they Iearned
that the bride had been a member of her commune,s
amateur song and dance group, they kept asking for
one number after another. Finally she wound up
with a lyrical song with revolutionary content
Hunghu Waters, Waue on Waoe,
The young coupie will live in a new.addition on
the west side of the Ting courtyard built a few
-months bef ore. The walls were brightened with
posters picturing the new life in the socialist
countryside and mines, and portraits of Chairman
Mab and Chairman Hua. Facing the door were two
wardrobes painted red. To the right was a big kang
under a bright spread. A leather-covered trunk and
two of wood painted red stood on one end of it and
in front of them were piled six new quilts and two
new pillows.
Showing off the room, the groom,s father
observed, "When I got married I had only enough
money to pay the imam and could not afford to
invite any guests. I started married life with only
one worn quilt, but look at all my son has. We have
the Communist Party to thank for this.,,
As we were about to leave he added jokingly,
"I agree with having a new-style wedding. Otherwise they'd be giving me a hard time.', He explained
that by the old custom on the day after the wedding
the young couple's friends, as a form of congratulation, would make fun of the groom's father. They
could do things like paint his face, hang red peppers
on his ears, or make him walk in the streets wearing
a sheepskin jacket inside out and carrying a fan, but
the old man was not supposed to get angry.
FEBRUARY I9?9
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Ting Hsueh-li (right) and some of his group
pose for the photographer with samples

of a good strain they have cultivated.

A
fl.
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68, Ting llsueh-Ii, deputy leader of the scien1i1ig experiment group of the Kucheng produc-

tion brigade in Wuchung county along the Yellow
River, is still hale and hearty. For his total absorption in the cultivation of good seed strains the commune members call 'him "Seed-crazy." He has had
outstanding success.
Ting's family lives in a row of tree-shaded
houses just beyond the threshing floor. His family
is known in the community for the harmonious relations among its 17 members, his wife, the families of
two of his three married sons, his daughters and the
youngest son, who. is still in the commune middle
school. The eldest son works in his production team's

grain-processing shop, the second is a Chinese
in the commune middle school, the
third is an oil driller elsewhere in the province.
Ting's daughter and two of the daughters-in-Iaw do
farm work in the commune. The second is deputy
leader of a production team.
Ting's wife fol.lows the old Moslem custom of
wearing a white shoulder-length headdress. She is
busy all day with her six grandsons, the cooking.
chickens and sheep. Four days after last Ramadan
the second daughter-in-law added variety to the
family by giving birth to a baby girl: Though the
grandmother herself is a devout Mo,,slem, she agreed
language teacher
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to the wishes of the young people and did not ask
the imam to chant a liturgy and select the child's
name. She did, however, have the chickens cooked
for the mother killed by him.

Kuomintang army but;sta=ped and managed to make
a living ferrying pepple across the Ye1low River.
After Iiberation he received land in the land reform.
Later, as he saw what collective effort could do in
transforming their poor riverbed into fertile fields
he began to appreciate the strength of the Communist Party and the people and also the benefits

of

science.

The Kucheng brigade is a rice producer. Ting's
science group has learned improved methods used
elsewhere and introduced them here. These include
switching lrom broadcast seeding to transplanting
and changing from a single crop of rice per year to

Ting often spent all day and all night in his
experimental plot, much to the worry of his wife,
who feared it would affect his health. But once she
understood his aim, it was she who hit upon the idea
of sprouting the seed in the warm kitchen like bean
sprouts for quicker growth and better observation.
Ting's wall is hung with several citations for his
achievements. "My wife deserves credit too," he
says.

noted scientists and home-grown experts like
himself. Since his return he has put his effort into
carrying out scientific farming on the larger scale
of the brigade and regularizing formerly unofficial
scientific farming groups in the production teams
under it.

The brigade has a big 13-hectare experimental
rice plot, last summer full of strong, luxuriant plants,
some with ears wrapped in small plastic sacks. He
expounded on the strong and weak points of some

a crop of rice and another of wheat. This last
it needed more
days
- Ting solved it frost-free
than the area has.
by nurturing of the 200 species, each neatl.y marked with a small

presented problems
seedings

in

hotbeds under plastic

film, getting them

off to an earlier start. Noting how good strains in
other places increased the yield, he developed a
strain suitable to the local soil and it is now in wide

use. The brigade's per-hectare

yi.eld has gone up
from 2.25 tons at the time of liberation to 9.75 tons.
It has become known as an advanced unit,

signboard. Good strains he cultivated earlier have
degenerated so he is working in a new one.
"Our scientific experiment group has produced
not only good strains but also good young people,"
Ting remarks. Their group has trained 80 young
people, including many young women who have
married men in other brigades and gone to spread
scientific farming in their husbands' brigades.

FOR VOUR REFERENCE

that in 1949 and 7 times that
in 1957. Total value of in-

rn

HE HUIS are one of China's
I largest minority nationalities with 4.48 million people.'As
they Iive scattered throughout
the country, Ningsia is the only
place large enough to be a province where they live in a com-

pact group. With a Moslem
tradition, the Huis speak the
language of the Hans, the maj-

ority of the Chinese

people.

Ningsia has an area of 170,000
square kilometers and a popula-

tion of 3,570,000, one third of
them Huis. Other nationalities
living there include Han, Mongolian and Manchu and others.
Yinchuan is the capital.

The northern part of

the

of deserts and
vast grasslands on which sheep,

region consists

camels, oxen and horses are
raised. The southern part has
mountains and plateaus, suit-
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able for barley, potatoes, millet
and oil crops. The Yellow River

flows through the central part
of the region from southwest to
northeast, beginning its great
northward bend. Along it rice,
wheat and fruit are produced.
Mineral resources include
coal, oil, iron, salt and gypsum.
Five special products for which
the area is known are boxthorn
fruit for medicinal use, licorice,
edible mosses, high-quality
lamb's wool and ink-grinding
slabs made from the stone of
the Holan Mountains.
Since liberation in 1949 and

dustrial production is 96 times
that in 1949 and 28 times that
in 1957. Value of agricultural
production has more than
doubled that of 1949 and is 67
percent more than that in 1957.
Ihr lllngtlo llul lulonamous

Region
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especially since Ningsia became

an autonomous region in October 1958 its economy and culture have developed rapidly.
The total value of agricultural
and industrial output is 15 times
CHINA EECONSTRUCTS

A Morksrnon Returned
frorn
Tsfwsm
TSENG HSIANG-PING

.

,:.

Ma Ching.shan

Tsui

Yen

Analyzing practice

seores,

Li

Kai-uuan

CHING-SHAN, who returned to the mainland
l\/fA
IVI fp66 Taiwan in 1964, is one of the reasons why
the marksmen of Liaoning province's pistol team
have emerged among China's best. Last year at the
national championships the team broke the national
record and took first plaee in the free slow-fire
small-bore pistol shooting. It also placed second in
rapid-fire pistol shooting. Only the People's Liberation Army's Augusi lst team has a better record.
A former weapons expert in the Kuomintang

army in Taiwan, Ma Ching-shan came back in
November 1964. Today he is a coach at a Shenyang

sports school and also

a

member

of the Chinese

People's Po1itical Consultative Conference.

New Start
Ma was not born in Taiwan but in Kirin province
before liberation. In 1947 he enrolled in the
Kuomintang army and was sent to laiwan for

training.

Young and strong, he was a g{-)od swimmer,
mountain climber and hunter. In ti:aining he was
good in sports and competed in the 800-meter race.
TSENG HSIANG-PING is a staff reporter for

Reconslructs.
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IlIa Ching-shan and his family on

a

beach at Talien,

Tsui Yen

became interested in competition shooting when
he was sent to an infantry school to teach the use of
weapons. A few years later he became the rapidfire shooiing champion of Taiwan.
One day a friend gave him Sports in Mainlqnd
China, Japan a,nd Taiw(tn, a book by a Japanese

IIe

teacher of athletics who had visited China. He
learned that new China's sports had developed

When he landed at Tientsin, he found himself
surrounded by people wl'1r., had come to greet him.
One of them was his old father, speaking the local
accent so dear

to him. His two brothers, one a

doctor in the navy and the other an engineer at the
Fushun coal mine, were there. Later a meeting of
1.,500 people was held in Peking to welcome him.

Working for l'iew China
Ma Ching-shan was made shooting coach at a
Slowly he formed a picture of new China's progress Shenyang sports sehool not far from Fushun where
under Chairman Mao and the Communist Party. He his father and a brother lived. He pitched into his
even heard that his home had changed greatly. He new job with great enthusiasm.
was surpri.sed to learn that the Kuomintang officers . China's slow-fire shooting was good but its
and officials who had stayed in mainland China after rapid-fire shocling was below competition standards.
Iiberation had been well treated and given jobs that Ma determined to help bring it up. Rapid-fire
matched their abilities. Ma began to dream of shooting metirods varied in different parts of the
returning to the mainland.
world. What was best for Chinese shooters? He had
In 1964 he was sent to Tokyo to take part in the been a coach in Taiwan but only to earn his living,
18th Olympic Games as a member of the Taiwan not really tc train men to be top shots. Obviously
pistol team. This .would be his chance. During ther his old walr's wouldn't do. He read a lot and asked
Games China announced her first atomic bomb. He advice from ireteran coaches and foreign trainers
became even more determined. Finally on October visiting China. Finally he worked out a new plan to
23, two days before they were to return to Taiwan,
be coupled with intensive physical workouts.
Ma was able to contact the Tokyo Overseas Chinese
Ma set high standards for his students. When he
Federation. Very soon he was on his way to China found some of them did not like the fatigue and
on a Japanese ship.
hardship of training he got them togetimr and told
rapidly. From then on he began to listen to broadcasts

from the mainland on a small transister

radio.

r
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his''
perience. "You have every- Games, Chang and three other shooters placed second
pistols, bullets, a well-equipped in group rapid-fire pistol shooting.
- many other things,,, he said. ,,You
range and
Ma Ching-shan has thus trained other. record

them about

thing you

shooting

need

don't have to worry about food or clothing. You

should work hard and live up to the hopes the party
and people have placed in you."
Rapid-fire pistol shooting is done within a short
time limit
bullets in four, six or eight seconds.
- fiveand
Ma Ching-shan
others analyzed the problem and
experimented. Rhythm in shooting seemed to be the
key. Finally they converted a sports metronome to
mark out the correct firing time. By listening to this

rhythmical clicking on and off the shooting range,
the men gradually got used to it in the same way a
song settles down in the mind. Shooting according
to this rhythm greatly improved their scores.
In ten months 16-year-old Chang Jung-kuo went
from learning sight alignment to a score of b84 points
(60 bullets), a national record. In 1g?4 he competed
with visiting Japanese shooters. They were
astonished by his rapid progress. At the Tth Asian

holders such as Chang Hsiao-tung whose 58? points
got him on the national team and Tu Hsueh-an who
Iast year equaled the national record with 594 points.
After the fall of the gang of four Ma Ching-shan
became even more enthusiastic in his work. At 53
he practices with his students every morning. In the
evening, he studies or talks with them. Last year
another two new shooters trained by him ran up
good scores in a national contest. Last December, as
a coach to the Chinese shooters, he participated in the
8th Asian Games held in Bangkok, Thailand.
Recently Ma Ching-shan said, "I not only have
an ideal job but a happy family. Here in mainland

China athletes are honored and taken care of. I
married in 1968. My wife is a railroad worker. We
have two sons, both in school. Living expenses only
take up half our salaries, the rest we put in the bank.
I took the correct road in returning to new China."
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Here ore two more foblcs reflecting

contemporory eyents, os Chinese fsbles
lrequently do.
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When the direction and destina-

tion are the same, two can reach
it by flying freely, even though by
a roundabout, way. But without
this freedom they will perish on
the way.
Iluang Jui-yun

The Rabbit's Prescription
A WOLF and a fox connived on
A 3 plan to kili a lot of other

animals and sti.re up tire meat for
future meals. ln the name of King

Two Pigeons
MAN
found that two homing
A
A pigeons he had trained never
reached their destination or came
back at the same time though they
were let out together. It must be
because one goes off course at
some point, he thought. If I tie
them together both will be able
to keep to their direction and
they will reach their destination
together.
He tied the two pigeons together
with a short cord and ]et them

out. Contrary to his wish, the two
pigeons were unable to fly at the
same speed so they were always

getting tangled in the cord. The
faster they tried to fly the tighter
the cord pulled till finally they
fell to the ground. They struggled
frantically for a while but couldn't
raise themselves and finally died.

Lion they cal1ed all the animals
together and declared, "It is. said
that there is known throughout
the forest a prescription for
eternal youth anel immortaLitY
which was handed down from the
past, and it is being kept from us
two and King Lion. On behalf of
King Lion we order you to teII it.
Anyone who refuses wiII be sentenced to death."
As self-appointed representatives of the king, the fox acted as
the inquisitor, the wolf as executioner. The deer was the first to
be called up, and of course it knew
of no quch prescription. So the
fox declared, o'This deer is sentenced to death," and the wolf
pounced on it.
The deer was followed by a goat

and a pheasant and they were
killed in the same way.
Who would be next? Terror
loomed large in the silent forest.

Then a small white rabbit hopped in front of the fox and the
wolf and said calmly, "I know the
prescription."
Of course the wolf and the fox
knew there .was no such thing.
"What did you say?"
"Don't you want the secret prescription? I know it."
"Out with it then."
"The prescription is that King
Lion must eat the heart of the fox
and lungs of the wolf freshly cut
from their bodies." Then the rabbit
turned to the other animals and
shouted,. "Brothers, it's time to

act! Cut out their hearts and
lungs and offer them to the King".

The othet' animals, united by
their common hatred of the fox
and wolf, pounced oh them and
killed them in no time.
Those who stop at no evil court

their own ruin.
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Filming the puppet eartoon Two Notices.

Hsia Tao-linq

CULTURAL T{OTES

l{ew

Curffi*$Ya,

Films

CHANG ISUNG.LIN

of the most popular stories among the Tai
nNE
r-z peop)e of Hsishuangpanna in Yunnan pr.ovince

has been made into a color cartoon by the Shanghai
Animated Film Studio. Two Young Peococlcs tells
of the friendship between the Tais and the men of
the People's Liberation Army.
It begins with a charming scene of coconut and
banyan trees among bamboo houses standing on

CHANG SUNG-I,IN is a scriptwriter an6 director at
Shanghai Animated Film Studio.
50

the

wooden piles beside a limpid river. The armymen
are building a hydroporver station for the Tai vil-

Iagers. Two boys, grateful for their he1p, secretly go
out to cut grass for the army horses. They find two
peacock eggs. The peacock is a symbol of happiness
among the Tai people and the boys are overjoyed.
They decide to hatch the eggs and give the young
peacocks to the armymen. After overcoming many
difficulties they hatch the two birds and raise them
with great care. But one day a poisonous snake
appears and tries to kill the birds. The boys bravely
fight it and kil.l it.
CI{INA

REOONSTRUCTS
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Two poennrg sffics* s
Yenla and .{itsnpeng, two Tei boys, discuss presentimg
two big eggs $hey have found to the rnen of a nearby
Feople's Liberation "&.rnry unit,

Thinking they are duck eggs, they decide it'll be better
to raise the ilucks for th6 armymen.

The boys put- the eggs under the black hen of yipg,
the girl next docr,

L

Every day they search lor feed for the hen.

They're worried when tlee chick: egg.s hatch but not the

two duck

eggs.
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Several days later, the two eggs hatch,
kind of rlucklings are these?

But what

Grandpa Pochingen tells them they're peacocks, symbol of happin€ss. What a fine gift for the armynlen!

&
One day they are alarmed to see' '

The two peacocks grow into beautiful birds.

after ttre two
cocks. After a hard fight, thev kill it.

,q. poisonous snake going

young

the children present the peacocks to the armymen
everyone eelebrates.

as

At the Water Splash Festival the children present the two peacocks to the armymen. The hydropower station is now completed and when night falls
the houses are gay '*'ith electric lights. In a carnival
mood the people sing and dance.

In the last two years the €hanghai Animated
FiIm Studio has released many cartoons for children,
some old, some new, based on fairy tales, Iegends
and stories.
The Watermelon Ruse, a puppet cartoon, tells
how children in the Dagger Society's peasant army in
1853 helped defeat the troops <if the Ching dynasty.
The peasant army defeats the government troops and
occupies Shanghai. The Ching government asks the
imperialists for help in retaking the city and receives
foreign cannons from them. The peasant insurgents
send two children disguised as watermelon vendors
into the enemy camp to find out what's going on.
While the soldiers are eating melons the two boys
quickly measure the sizes of the muzzles. At night
they again bring melons into ihe camp. While the
soldiers are not looking the;r jarn the barrels of the
foreign cannons with stakes. The insurgents attack
and wipe out the Ching troops.
The use of exaggeration makes the film a satirical
comedy. The Ching officials' servilily before the
foreign imperialists is comical but a point sharply

Hsto Tao-ling

An interview with the scriptwriter and director of
the animated cartoon MLinkeA Makes Ilattoc in lleoucru.

made.

One Night in an Art Gallerg tells how a club and
a hat figures all Chinese know represent the gang
- try to tyrannize the people. The film
of four
- the club and the hat appear. Gradually
begins when
arms and legs, eyes and mouths grow ou'r of them
and they become two hideous rascals. Riding in a
black limousine, they rush to the door of an exhibition of children's art. Like inspector generais they
order the exhibition closed. Then they rush into the
gallery, smashing any picture depicting children
studying hard, respeeting their teachers or learning
from the old revolutionaries.
When they have left a miracle takes place. The
children, cocks, eLephants and other animals in the
smashed paintings suddenly become alive. They get

Hsio Tao-Iing
Making the papercul cartoon The For Beats the Huflter.

Film makers of the cartoon One Night in an Art Gallery.
W

ong Tzu-chitt

Presenting the peacocks to the armymen
lrom the animated cartoon Tto Young Peacocks.
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together and put everything in the exhibition back
into order. Told by an informer, the club and the
hat return. As they start to destroy the exhibition
again, the children and animals in the paintings come
out to defend themselves. After a bitter battle, the
club and the hat are defeated and the children's art
exhibition is reopened.

The film has been well received

because

audiences hate the crimes of the gang of four and
because they view it as an example of the "hundred
flowers" biossoming again in cinema art.
' Since the faII of the gang of four the Shanghai
Animated Eilm Studio has also released a number of

earlier cartoons. Monkey Makes Houoc in Heatsen,

in the 60s, has always won enthusiastic applause. Based on the lamous Chinese novel ?he
Pilgrimage to the West, it tells the story of the
made

fearless struggles of the Monkey King, Sun Wu-kung,

against the Jade Emperor of Heaven. The color
cartoon Golden Conch, made in 1958, combines
Chinese papercuts and shadow-play characters. The
ink-brush cartoon Little Tadpoles Looking for Th'eir
Mother, made in 1963, brings to life figures in Chinese
traditional paints (such as fish, shrimp and chicks
painted by the famous Chi Pai-shih). China's many
centuries of art are a rich source of material for developing both the content and the technique of the
animated film.
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CHILDREN

Would you like to knotp rohat a Chinese schoolchild's composition islike? Here is the one ushich was
iudged "first class" in a contest toith 1,000 entries held" by Shaonien Bao, o newspaper Jor child.ren ptblished in Shanghai. lt ntas uritten by Kao Chuan, a fourth grader in the prilnoi .1! school attached. to Chiao-

tung Unr.uersitg in Shanghai"

GOOn
,NDTGITrOITS'

rF HBnn is a family of ants that
I lives underneath the plane
tree in front of our house, but I
don't know when they came there.

They work hard all day long
repairing their nest and iooking
for food. There's not a lazy one

among them. They are very
friendly toward one another and
greet each other with their feelers
when they meet.

I like them

very

much and go to see them every
day and even dig worms for them.
Once I caught an insect and put it
in front of their nest. As soon as
a small ant saw it he crawled onto
its body and bit it. The insect
twisted and rolled in pain but the
Iittle ant would not let go. A
second ant came, then another and

another. . . . They all worked
together and finally killed the insect and pulled it into their nest.
It was even more interesting to
see how the ants ate a caterpillar.
One morning during summer vacation I caught a caterpillar as big
as my finger and put it near the
nest. I found that the ants did

not want its fat body but were
very interested in its mouth. They
bit it there and woul.d not let go.
FEBRUART
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Dratoings by Hsu Shou-yuan

I came the next day I saw
only the caterpillar's empty skin
lying on the ground. The ants had
Ieft the thick, tough skin but had
eaten all that was inside.
One day I went to see the ants
just before a big rain. They were
When

busy carrying earth in their

mouths in a very orderly way to
stop up the entrance of the nest.
Just then the rain came pouring
down. I run back into the house.
As I watched from the window I
thought, "What a pity, the ants
will surely all be drowned."
As soon as the rain stopped I

went out to see the ants. They

were alive and as happy as ever.
The mud at the entrance to the
nest had kept the rain out and they
were already busy removing it.
It was late. The people who had
been outside enjoying the cool air
had already gone home. I thought
that the ants would be tired from
their day-long work and would go
to bed too. But when I shined my
flashlight on their nest they were

still working silently. What good,
hard-working neighbors they are!
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Great black-headed gulls,

gravel and sand in the north*,est corner of ihe lake.
The other is Haihsishan Island 500 meters lo the east.
GEOGRAPHY

ISLANDS
rftWO small islands on Lake Chinghai on the
I Chinghai-Tibet plateau 3,200 meters above sea
level are the northern home of some 100.000 migratory birds from April to September every year. One
is Bird Island. about 10 hectares of loose stones.
56

a rocky outcrop flattened by

erosion.

Lake Chinghai is the largest bod--v of siilt water
in China. Fifty rivers of diflerent sizes flow into lt.
Its average depth is 25 meters. Surrounded by
snowcapped mountains, it is wild and remote, an ideal
breeding ground for migratorS' birds.
A bird census taken in 1977 revealed a dozen
species, lhe most numerous belng the bar-headed
goose (Arzser indicus), the gleat black-headed guI1
(Larus ichthyaetus), the brorvn-headed gull (Lorus
brunnicephalus), and the cormorant (Phalacrocoror
carbo.). In March and Aplil these birds leave their
winter home on the lakes and rivers of India and
migrate north to Lake Chinghai, a distance of over
a thousand kiLometers. In September when the
weather turn-s cold they fly south again with their
young.

The bar-headed goose is gray-white with twc,
black bars on iis head. Big and plump. buL shortlegged, its movements on land are clumsy. It is a
vegetarian. The great black-headed gull has a u'hite

neck, breast and beIly, with black wing

tips.

CHINA ITECONSTRUCTS
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Ne-sfirrg cornxorants

Kao Chi

Weighing about 1.5 kg., graceful and strong,

ii

feeds

on fish. The totally black corn-rorant is a famcus
fisher. Its long neck and elastic cr.op make it able
to swallo'"v large fish whole. It can capture fish as
swiftly as the e:igle seizes prey in the air. which is
why the people south of the Yangtze call it ,'the
fishing eagle."
During the breeding season on the islands, nests
cor.er the area six or seven per square meter. Each
species rules a certain space, separated from its
neighbor bv a one or two-meter boundary line,
something Iike intersecting city streets. In May, the
height of the breedi.ng season. the islands are covered
with nests full of eggs. of many colors. The eggs of
the bar-headed goose are white, weigh about 150
grants and are usually B to 16 in a nest. The great
black-headed gutl's egg is about the size of a goose
egg and is gray with brown specks. Cormorant eggs
are a beautiful aquamarine color.
Birds easity distinguish their own eggs. If other
eggs are placed in their nest they will throw them out.
In June when the eggs hatch, the female stays with

,
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Baby cormorants come out of their shell without
feathers. Baby gulls follow their mothers to \ /aterand S'uvim even before their feathers ar.e dry. The
young of the bar-headed goose rire the most Lovely,
with a plumage that turns cream color in a few
hours. They line up behind their mother. fol1or,l,ing
her around on the ground or in the water.
The question of why the migrator.y birds choose
this particular place to br-eed has long puzzled
ornitholo-gists and has not yet been .satisf actorily
answered. The most common view, however, is that
historical and geographical f actor-s wer.e mainly
responsible.

About a million years ago glacial and interglacial
periods appeared. Some animats in ice-bound areas
died out, other,-q migrated. Birds in general flew to

warmer areas. As the ice reireated the birds
gradually moved back closer to their original homes.
As the ice advanced again. they retreated. Long
centuries of thi.s perhaps rnade the migrations an
instinct that operates today. It is also knou,n that
when the time for migration arrives a certain hormone secreted by the birds causes them to begin their

Brorvn-headed gull's ncsts.

lg on***;1

the ;roung while the male takes on the task oi
providing food for thern all.

1,**4*r+".
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fiight.

It is also thought that rhe bar-headed goose, the
great black-headed gull and the brown-headed gull
have ahvays bred in cool climates. The bar-headed
goose, for example. is normally fat and plump, a
condition suited more for cold climates than the heat
and rain of southern regions. In any case. the
Chinghai.-Tibet plateau is cooi in the summer and
the breeding grounds on Lake Chinghai undisturbed
by men or predatory animals. Fish provide an
inexhaustible supply of food.
Bird Island tn Lake Chinghai is a governmenr
protected area. A conservation station is located
there. Chinghai province has established regulations
to help protect its wild life and promote scientific

research.
Rar-headed goslings just out of sheil,
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Thb bar-headed

goose.
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SCIENCE

$uper-lligh-Energy Particles 0bserved
f\\J HINA' has built an emulsion
chamber for cosmic ray research on Mount Ganpala in Tibet,
5.500 meters above sea Ievel, mak-

ing it the highest such station in
the world. Recently, on 1,300 retrieved X-ray f i1ms, scientists
found several super-high-energy
nuclear interaction events whose
energy exceeded 400 trillirtn electron volts. An event means the
collision of a super-high-energy
particle with a nucleus which
prcduces several and even dozens

of

secondary particles.
These events, if produced

by

an

accelerator. would require power
a thousand times the size of the

world's present biggest (500 billion

electron volts). Super-high-energy
particles are so rare that it is difficult to detect them under ordi-

nary conditions.
The late Premi.er Chou En-lai
was much interested in research
on cosmic rays. When the Yunnan
cosmic ray observation station
found a possible heavy charged
particle in 1972 he instructed the
High-Energy Research Institute of
the Chinese Academy of Sciences
to build more cosmic lay observation stations The emulsion chamber on Mount Ganpala near Lhasa
was built in August, 1977 with the
help of Tibe+"ans and local People's Liberation Army units.

llayidson Prize firYard

lluu Chen-ting (lel1) with a colleague.

described Hou's work as "most
remgrkable because of the complete and final character of the
solution." World mathematicians
norv call it ''Hou's Theorem."
The uniqueness of the Q-process,
an important proposition in the
Markov processes, is applicable to
missile orbit calculation, earthquake prediction, weather forecasting and genetic engineering
research.

p)ROFESSOR Hou Chen-ting, 42,
I of the Changsha Railway
Institute was awarded a Davidson

Memorial Prize f or establishing
the uniqueness criterion in the
existence problem of what are
called "Q-processes," a probJ.em
that had remained unsolved f or
the last 40 years.
The prize was set up in memory
of the late English probabilist
Rollo Davidson to encourage work
by outstanding young probabilists.
In a letter informing the Chinese Academy of Sciences and Hou
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Chen-ting of the award, Professor
Peter Whitt1e, F.R"S, Chairman of

Hou Chen-ting began working
on the homogeneous denumerable
Markov process more than ten
years ago and achieved good results. These include the constructive theory of the sample function

the Rollo Davidson Trust and
director of the statistical laboratory at the University of Cam- of the Q-process, the minimum
bridge, said that special efforts non-negative solution and the
had been directed on many occa- limiting procedure in the research
sions toward obtaining a general of the homogeneous denumerable
solution to the uniqueness problem Markov process. His book The
but had been unsuccessful until Homogeneous Denumerabl,e MarHou Chen-ting published his paper kot Process, written in cooperation
"Criterion for Uniqueness of the with Kuo Ching-feng, his middle
Q-process" in English in the Chi- school friend, will be published by
nese journal Scienti.a Sinica (No. 2, the China Science Publishing
Aprii 197 4). Prof essor Whittle House.
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The Chin Dynast):
Unified Feudal Rule
CIIIAO CTIIEN
State of Chin, strongest of the "big 7" of the
THE
I Warring States period (475-221, B.C.), grew in
military and economic strength during the last 100

appointed by the emperor and absolute obedience
was demanded of them.

A unified structure was instituted for

loeal

administration which helped consolidate the feudal
state. The country was divided into 36 (later 40)
prefectures, with counties below each. The prefects
and county magistrates wer:e directly appointed by
chance to develop. In 249 B.C. the State of Chin,
having defeated the armies of the states of Han. the emperor, Thus tax collection and conscription
Wei, Chu and Chao in battle and taken over much of of men for the army and labtil on government service
their territory, dethroned the king of the Eastern and alL othel inrportant functions were firmly in the
Chou dynasty from whom the dukes of ihese states hands of the rrioeror'.
Chin Shih )'ir.rang took measures to expand
held, their land. In fact he had long been a ruler in
private
ownersiril> r-l{ land throughout the entire
name only.
His decl'ee that landlords and independent
c,.:untry.
was
(259-210
ivho
B.C.
Ying
B.C.),
In 246
Cheng
Iater to be known as Chin.Shih Huang. inherited pt.asants rnust report the size of their holdings and
land
the rule of the State of Chin. He soon launched tr):r:,' taxes accordingly legalized privatewhere
or,r'nership not only in the old state of Chin
iarge-scale wars of conquest. Within the ten years
ir i,rlreaciy exi,stecl, cut throughout the whoie country.
between 230 and 221 B"C. Chin annexed the stales of
In Warring States times each state had had its
Han, Wei, Chu, Chao, Yen and Chi, bringing then: ,).arn systerl of measures and currency. Chin Shih
all under a single central rule. Though this uniiica- t-Iuang unified the measurement system and his
tion of the country was accomplished by the sword, govei'irment minted a round coin with a square hole
it ended the drain of continual wars between the in it as the official national ,currency. It was to serve
states and established conditions for improving the ' a:; the model for currency for other dynasties in
people's livelihood through the development of loilcuring centuries. He also standardized the
production and economic and culturai exchange written language on the basis of the script used in
between the different parts of the country" This rva.s the former state of Chin" r.r,hich 1e.ter became known
China's first feudal dynasty, as distinct from the as the hsiao chuan (lesser seai) style of writing.
preceding Chou dynasty, whi.ch had its roots in ihc:
Chin Shih Huang made his capital at Hsienyang
northwest of present-day Sian in Shensi province,
slave system.
and from it built several broad imperial highways.
Canals were also dug and navigation developed. Such
Reinforcing Unification
measures further strengthened the unified state by
promoting cultural and economic development and
Ying Cheng declared himself emperor of the exchange
between the different peoples and localities.
Chin empire embracing the former seven states and,
Many of Chin Shih Huang's political measures,
hoping that the rule of his dyr:asty would last especially the system of prefectures and counties
forever, gave himself the title Chin Shih Huang, under central authority, were strongly opposed by
meaning "First Emperor of Chin."
some Confucian schoLars. At every opportunity they
Unlike in tl"re Chou dynasty, when the real power spoke against these and wrote commentaries, poems
had been in the hands oi the heads of the and articles which used ancient things to satirize the
several ducal staies, undel Chin Shih Huang power present and attack by innuendo. Prime Minister Li
was centraiized in his hands. The prime minister and Ssu (?-208 B.C.), contending that such activities
other ministers, censors who handled important would weaken the rule of the feudai state, urged
documents ancl supervised officials of a1l ranks, burning of histories of a1I the former states except
military commanders and governors <lf jails were Chin, folk coliections of poetry and articles and all
years of the period chiefly as a result of the reforms
of its prime minister Shang Yang in 359 8.C.. which
weakerred the slave system and gave feudalism a
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Over the centuries while the states were wearing
with their incessant wars, the Hsiungnu (Huns), a nomadic people living on the Mongolian
plateau to the north, had been growing in strength.
They seized the area where the Yellow River makes
its northern bend. Often the Hsiungrlu nobles, who
were slaveholders, led their horsemeu southward to
plunder, seizing both captives and livestock. The
each other out

Hsiungnu continued to threaten the newly-unified
country, so the emperor dispatched General Meng
Tien with an army of 300,000 to take back the area
around the northern bend. To strengthen this border
region the Chin government set up an administration
of 44 counties and moved many people from other
areas to settle there.
The Great Wall
The three former states most threatened by the
Hsiungnu, Chin, Chao and Yen, had earlier built defensive walls along their northern frontiers and kept
them heavily guarded, Chin Shih Huang conscripted

linking the
original ones of the three states into a long one
stretchlng from Lingtiao in the west (in what is now
Minhsien county in Kansu province) to Liaotung in
the east (today northwest of Liaoyang in Liaoning).
This is what became known as the Great Wall of
China,* one of the architectural feats of the ancient
peasants to build walls on a large scale,

world.
h:.2L4 B.C. Chin sent an army of 500,000 to attack

Chin Shih HuaDg (a stone rubbing).

books by scholars of schools with views different
from those of the Chin emperor. Chin Shih Huang
ordered this done, but books on medicine, agriculture
and some other subjects were preserved. A year
later he arrested some 400 Confucian scholars, the
most active of those who had continued to attack
him, and had them buried alive.

the Yueh people in the south and extended

the

borders of the empire to the southeast coast through

what is now Kwangtung and Kwangsi. The Yueh
had lived for centuries in China's south, scattered
mainly along the southeast coast and the Pearl River
'Later on the Great WalI was repaired and extended many
times. The waII as we know it today is mainly the one rsmaining from the Ming dynasty (1368-1644). It stretches from
Chiayukuan in western Kansu province in the west to Shanhaikuan on the eastern seacoast, a iength of over six thousand kilometers.

Pottery figurines of a Chin cavalrymaD and his borse.

Chin stanilard lron
weight. Characters
on the bronze plate
state that this stanil-

ard was

tlecitled

upon in the 26th year
of the reign of Chin

Shih

Huang.
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The knife-shaped coin of the state of Chi,
spade-shaperl coin (top) of the State of Chao
and coins of the State of Chu (several shown
stamped on same piece of gokl) were all

Ming dynasty drawing of a part of the Ah Fang Palace.

supersedetl antl the round-with-square-hole
coin of the State of Chin became currency

for the whol€ country after unification.
Standardization
.
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area. At that time they were
^ an agricultural people
using plows of stone, and also hunted and fished.
After taking over these areas the Chin government
sent officials to rule them. Iron implements, already
in use in central China, were introduced to the Pearl
River area. These and other more advanced techniques helped develop production among the Yueh.
Tyrannical Rule
Despite the benefits of unification, the people
suffered under Chin rule. Two-thirds. of the peasants' harvests had to be turned over to the state as
taxes. The peasants were often conscripted into the
army or for heavy forced labor. Chin Shih Huang
had 140 palaces built for himself north of Hsienyang,
modeled after the palaces of the six conquered states.
He also conscripted 700,000 laborers to build Ah Fang
Palace and a huge mausoleum for himself near
Changan (present-day Sian). Countless numbers died
of exhaustion from such labors. Out of a total of
20 million population in the whole empire, a million
and a half were forced to do labor on such projects
and the Great Wail or to guard the frontiers. The
men drained from the farms, the women were forced
to do even the heaviest tasks like transporting grain.
62

Chin laws were harsh. If one person broke the
Iaw, the entire family would be punished. Families
were formed into groups and if one family broke the
laws, the others would also be made to suffer. In
210 B.C. when Hu Hai (230-20? B.C.), second son of
Chin Shih Huang, ascended the throne to become the
second Chin emperor the burdens on the people grew
even heavier and the punishments more cruel. For
the slightest disobedience a man could be conscripted,
have a foot or his nose cut off, or be kitled. The
roads were lined daily with prisoners being taken

to the courts.

First Peasant War
Chin oppression and tyranny finally undermined
social production. The contradiction between the
ruling class and the peasants sharpened.
In July 209 B.C. a group of 900 peasant conscripts
were being sent to'guard the Great Wall northeast
of present-day Peking. When they reached Tatse
village (in southeastern Suhsien' county in today's
Anhwei province) rain made the way impassable so
that they could not arrive at their destination on
schedule, The Chin penalty for those who arrived
late was execution. Knowing that they faced death
no matter what they did, two of the men, Chen Sheng
and Wu Kuang, killed the officials in Charge of the
group and called on the conscripts to revolt. Thus
began China's first large-scale peasant uprising.
Armed at first with only clubs, the rebels were
soon joined by peasants as they fought their way

along. Within less than a month there was an army
of tens of thousands with 1,000 mounted troops and
700 war chariots. The army seized Chenhsien (today's
Huaiyang in Honan province) and made it their base
for ope.rations. They declared China's first peasant
power and Chen Sheng assumed the title of king.
Chen and Wu sent emissaries to the peasants in
areas north of the Yellow River, the Shantung peninsula and the mid-Yangtze River valley. In most
counties and prefectures the peasants responded to
their call, killed the Chin officials and took over the
government
CHINA RECONSTBUCTS
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Chen sent part of the army under Chou Wen to
attack the area around the Chin capital, Ilsienyang,
heartland of the Chin regime. Gaining strength
along the way, it was soon several hundred thousand
strong. By September it had fought its way to within
50 kilometers of the capital.
When the second Chin emperor, Chin Shih
Huang's son, Iearned that the rebel army had gone
through Hanku Pass leading to the capital there was
not time enough to transfer troops there from the
frontiers so he armed hundreds of thousands of
laborers working on his mausoleum and sent them
for counterattack led by General Chang Han. Outnumbered and with no reinforcements because the
loosely-organized units Chen Sheng had sent to aid
them would not follow orders, Chou Wen was defeated after two months of fighting.
Wu Kuang, who had been leading another army
in an attack at Hsingyang (west of present-day
Chengchow in Honan province), a strategic town held
by the Chin forces, was killed by a subordinate
officer.
The Chin army moved on to attack the rebels,
base at Chenhsien. Chen Sheng personally led his
troops to repel them, but was forced to withdraw and
was killed by a chariot driver who had turned traitor. Lu Chen, one of Chen's generals, killed the
tfaitor and continued the battle. Later Lu brought
together other rebel armies and kept up the struggle.
Chen Sheng and Wu Kuang calling on the men

Though both its leaders were killed in 208 B.C.,
the flames of the peasant rebellion they had sparked
continued to burn and spread. Two of its armies
Ied by two men who had joined it, Hsiang Yu and
Liu Pang, became the main forces in resisting the
Chin army.
Chin Overthrown
Hsiang Yu (232-202 B.C.) came from an aristocrat
family in the State of Chu. In September of 209 B.C.
he had killed the prefect of Wu (present-day Soochow in Kiangsu province) and organized troops to
join the uprising. Liu Pang (256-195 B.C.) was from
a peasant family and had been a petty official in
the Chin apparatus. About this same time he had
Ied an uprising in Peihsien county (in today's Kiangsu province).
In 207 B.C. Hsiang Yu's army defeated the main
Chin force under Chang Han and the whole Chin
army surrendered to him not long afterward. The
next year the rebel army Ied by Liu Pang seized
Hsienyang and the once-mighty Chin empire feil.
Then followed a four-year war between the two
men for the throne and the privilege of enjoying the
fruits of the peasants' uprising. In the end Liu Pang
defeated Hsiang Yu. ln 202 B.C. Liu Pang became
emperor under the title Han Kao Tsu and established
the Han dynasty. The ensuing period when the Han
capital was at Changan, present-day Sian in Shensi
province, became known as the Western Han dynasty.

to rise in rebeltion (painting ttone in recent

times).
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The Hsienyang Palace ruins.
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Floor-paving brick

with a design
suggests
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sun.
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Chongcn'

The Hsienyang site.
Knocker (left) and binges.

Hollow brick with dragon design.
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ruins of Hsienyang. capital of the Chin
T": dynasty, lie on
the north bank of the Weishui

!

River about 15 kilometers northwest of today,s Sian.
History records that it was built in 3b0 B.C. under
the supervision of prime Minister Shang yang. The
city remained a capital, first of the State of Chin and
later of a unified China under Emperor Chin Shih
Huang, until the fall of the Chin dynasty in 206 B.C.
In the latter period it developed into a thriving eco_
nomic and cultural center with a population of
800,000. In 1961 the site of the city was ascertained
to be in what is now the yaotien people,s Commune.
Initial excavation was begun in 1960 and work was
resumed

in

1974.

Architecture in the city itself included Hsienyang
Palace where the emperor lived and held court, Chi
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Pa1ace Tower where decrees were promulgated and

the six palaces in the architectural styles of the six
states conquered by Chin. Every time Chin Shih
Huang annexed a state he built a palace in its style
to stand as a reminder of his power.
' On the eastern outskirts were Lan Chih Pool
and Lan Chih Palace, a scenic spot for the emperor's
recreation and enjoyment. Within a range of a
hundred or so kilometers west and north of the city
were a series of "traveling palaces" where the emperor and his retinue could stay while on tour. A
bridge over the Weishui River linked the city with
Ah Fang, Hsing Lo, Kan Chuan and Chang Tai palaces
also used for this purpose.
When a peasant army Ied by Hsiang Yu occupied
Hsienyang in 206 B.C. it set fire to the town. The
palaces are said to have burned for three months,
reducing all that imperial splendor to ruin. Excavations made in 19?4-?5 found that the main palace
grounds covered 6 km. from east to west and 2 km.
from north to south. Its center is in the northern
part of the Yaotien commune.
The Palace
Part of Hsienyang Palace was built over a mound
of rammed earth, an architectural style in use since
the Warring States period (475-221 B.C.). Excavation
of this section, designated as "Palace No. 1" shows
that the complex was surrounded by a covered gallery
one meter lower than the building foundation. Outside it was a drain faced with square bricks on the
sides and pebbles on the bottom.
Inside the south gallery was a row of five rooms.
The first one to the extreme east was paved with
square bricks. In its northeast corner was a fireplace, and in the southeastern, a huge earthenware
drain covered with a board. Evidently this was the
bathroom. Bene'ath the northwest corner was a 13meter-deep cellar for storing food. The four other
rooms on the south are well-proportioned. Some
haVe murals on the walls and earthern beds, and
might have served as rooms for palace ladies 'in
waiting.
Behind and rising above these was a second tier
of buildings. In the center was a spacious two-story

haII with a shining vermilion floor. When studies
are completed this building may prove to have been
17 meters high. The walls are white and there are
some murals at the doorway. The wall facing the
door seems to have been covered with an embroidered
silk tapestry. This may have been the place where
the emperor held his banquets and entertainments.
The hall opens on the south to a terrace which
commands a view of the city walls, the Weishui River
and the Chinling Mountains. A ramp on the west
led to the third tier of the complex and its highest
point from which one can see the vast plateau in the
distance. To the west was another building of two
rooms, the northern one a bathroom with a drain and
fireplace, the southern a bedroom with a cold storage
pantry between them.
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To the north of this building stood a two-story
structure with a vermilion floor. Its two long, narrow
rooms possibly served as a treasurehouse. Its second
floor was accessible by a passage from a door in the

north wall of the main hall.
Tiles and Hardware
Altogether a thousand relics of historical value
were unearthed from the site, mostly building materials. Among them are many kinds of bricks including some decorated with solar, lozenge or floral
designs for paving the floor and hollow bricks with
geometric, dragon or phoenix designs for steps.
The Chin dynasty is famous for its fine bricks
and tiles. The convex and cylindrical tiles and roof
tile-ends are hard and durable. When not discolored
by fire, they are an unglazed bluish-gray. Most
typical of the dynasty are the tile-ends with designs
of clouds, sunflowers, deer, horses, birds and insects.
There were also flange joints, elbows and funnels
for the drainage system and huge rings and bottoms
for making big storage vats which were set into the
cellar floor.
Among the hardware were iron nails with ring
tops for holding drapes, standardized bronze hinges
and knockers bearing an animal face design.
Fine jade ornaments and the remains of silk fabrics were also found. Most of the silk is plain but
on some, though carbonized, embroidered designs can
still be seen.
The murals, though severely damaged, are still
colorful. They are painted in a bold style with
mineral pigments
black, brown, yellow, red, vermilion, dark green-and blue.
Two hundred fifty-nine pieces of earthenware
bear inscriptions, giving information on the properties of the ware or the place of origin and name of
the maker. These are mainly convex or cylindrical
tiles, bricks and headrests.
Architectural Planning
The layout as revealed by the Palace No. 1 excavations shows considerable functional architectural
planning taking into consideration the" use of the
rooms, connecting passageways, lighting, drainage
and methods' of construction. The buildings were
well-proportioned and there was both unity and
diversity of style. Use of the platform construction
and spacing out the buildings at each level produced
quite a magnificent and awe-inspiring structure.
This palace is the first to be found with all buildings concentrated in one area, and one of the earliest,
most complete and best-preserved palace ruins from
Chinese feudal society. Between the Warring States
period and the Han dynasty (5th century B.C. to 3rd
century A.D.) Chinese architecture entered a- new
stage of development. The Hsienyang Palace is its
earliest representative. From it we know that many
building techniques thought to have originated in the
Han dynasty were aitually in use in the Chin dynasty
which preceded it.
CHINA RECONSTRUCTS

TRAVEL NOTES

Frorn Kwangchow
to Kweilin- Il
LIN MU
T takes only 40 minutes to go by air from KwangrJ chow to Kweilin, one of China,s most famous
scenic cities.

Kweilin is in the Kwangsi Chuang Autonomous
Region. The name means ,.,Fore.st of Sweet Osmanthus." These blossoms everywhere perfume the
air in the autumn. The area around KweiLin is karst
land. Some 300 million years ago it was a seabed
with a thick overlay of limestone. Thrust up by the
crustal movements of the earth, the layers of limestone were carved by wind and water into a Iand of
Ku'eilin from Tieh Tsai HiIl.

LIsieh Chieh-min

to the peak at one stretch. There from Na Yun Ting
(Capture Cloud Pavilion) they see the Likiang River
flowing past the city and winding its way through
the incredible hills.
Several years ago a painter from the United
States came to China on a tour. But at Kweilin he
announced that he would not go farther. "I have
painted mountains for decades," he said, "but only
now have I found the world's most beautiful mountains and rivers." He made many sketches while in
Kweilin. Last year he sent his Chinese travel guides
a copy of his album of paintings published in the
United States, in which is a photo he had takgn with
Chinese friends during his tour.
Reed Flute Cave

Lu Ti Yen (Reed Flute Cave) is the largest and
most spectacular cave in Kweilin. It is known as
the "palace of nature's art." Along its zigzag 500Forest of Tablets

Chong Shui-cheng

weirdly shaped hills and caverns' The landscape
Iooks much like well-known Chinese traditional
paintings in ink and color.
The shapes have suggested names for the hills
like Hsiang Pi Shan (Elephant Trunk HilI), Fei Huang
Shan (Flying Phoenix Hill) and Lao Jen Shan (Old
Man Hill). Many of these are perforated with caves.
Lung Yin Tung (Dragon Refuge Cave) in Seven-Star
Park is famous for its 300 carvings on rock faces and
poems and other compositions by ancient
ceilings

scholars, poets and travelers over the past 1,600 years'
Thus the cave is also called "Forest of Tablets."

The first thing most visitors do in Kweilin is
climb Tieh Tsai Shan (Folded Brocade HiIt) for a view
of the city. On their way to the top they pass two
poems carved on a cliff face. These were written in
1963 by the late Chairman of the People's Congress
Chu Teh and IIsu Teh-Ii, Chairman Mao's old teacher,
who climbed the hill in their 80s. Chu Teh wrote:
Hsu Tel*li is an old hero,
Together ue climb Brigltt Moon Peak.
He uses no stick on his uaY.
HapW r.n the east uind he takes ofJ ltis hat'

Hsu Teh-li wrote:

Chu Teh is the real hero,
He reaches the toP ahead oJ us.
Looking out from Capture Cloud Parsilion'
I see spting winds ouer the Likiang Riuer'
The poems encourage the climbers. Even older
ones straighten up and cover the remaining distance
68

meter length are unusual stalactites and stalagmites
which, under colored lighting, Iook like coral, agate,
amber and jade. These transform themselves into a
wonderland resembling old trees, dense shrubs, rays
of the morning sun coming through the tree leaves,
here a lion, there another, and elsewhere other shapes
and forms.
In one place in the cave a wide slab of white
stone hangs down like a waterfall from an opening
to a small grotto. On a terrace opposite this stands
a rock in the figure of an old scholar. A local legend
says that once a scholar came to admire the scenery
in Kweilin. He was so enchanted by the dazzling
beauty of Reed Flute Cave that he resolved to write
a poem. A long time passed but he had only composed
two lines: "The celestial Reed Flute Cave is really a

wonder

of nature/I'd like to praise it but find it

difficult to describe." He turned into stone before
he finished his poem.

Inside the Reed Flute Cave is a vast grotto that
can hold over 1,000 people. This is Shui Ching Kung
(Crystal Palace), the pal.ace of the Dragon King in
Chinese fairy taies. A stone pillar is called the Dragon
King's magic needle used "to keep the sea at peace'"
It was used as a weapon by the Monkey King, Sun
Wu-kung, in the famous rrovel The Pil.grimage to the
West. The story says that the Dragon King wouldn't
let Sun Wu-kung have it. The Monkey King was so
furious that he took it by torce, defeating the Dragon
King's army of snails and jellyfish and creating a
great disorder in and out of the palace. Here visitors
see broken stalagmites in the shapes of snails and
jellyfish scattered around in the cave. One of them
CHINA BECONSTBUCTS
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Riverside Pavilion

over three meters high looks like a carp diving back

into the water.
River Scenery
,4"n 83-kilometer boat ride south from Kweilin
down the Likiang River to Yangshuo is like a trip
through a Chinese traditional painting of jutting green
peaks reflected on the water. Tan Pi Feng (Writing
Brush Peak) is an unusual hiil on the west side of
the river. Rising abruptly out of the ground, it resembles a giant writing brush. The boat passes Lo
Ku Rapids where the fast water sounds like the beating of gongs and drums. At one point passengers
FEBRUABY
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Wen-chun

in obscure lines and streaks on the
peaks
rising
straight out of the blue water'
faces of
The likenesses are extraordinary. The horses are
blue, green and yellow, one neighing, another bending
see nine horses

to drink, another lying down. This is Hua

Shan

(Mural Hill), a site that has attracted poets, artists
and travelers since the Tang dynasty (618-907).
Farther south, the Likiang River becomes wide
and smooth, a perfect mirror for the green hills far
and near. Junks and cormorant fishing rafts pass
by, favorite subjects of painters and photographers.
Visitors never forget Kweilin and its spectacular
scenery.
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rFHE ballad singer, known

as the tsanha, plays a
very important part in the lives of the Tai people
of China's Hsishuangpanna Tai Autonomous Prefecture. "Life without the tsanha would be like food
without salt," they say. Sometimes the singer sings
his song in answer to the melody of the flute. Sometimes it is in the form of alternating lines or verses
by two people. The singer is ready to perform any
time, any place in the cleverly-woven bamboo
houses, in the green shade of the palm trees, in the
fields of the tea-fragrant hills. His repertoire includes songs in a style 500 years old, epics, myths,
folk tales, Iove stories and stories from modern life.
The audience often interrupts to shout, "Shui! Shui!"
which means "wonderful" in Tai, or shower the
singer with flowers.
A good tsanha can instantly pttt his thoughts
into song. I had an experience with this myself.
Once in a Tai village our hosts had invited a wellknown tsanha to their home to sing about the changes
in the village for myself and my traveling companions. I was surprised when I heard him singing
about us that when the old people in the village
- felt in close touch with Peking. As he
saw us they
sang people kept slipping in until their number had
doubled several times over and still others were
listening outside the window.
\
Many Tais are good singers and dancers, but only
a few of the very best singers can become professional
or semi-professionaL tsanha. In the old society the
local feudal rulers tribal chieftains and headmen
treated them -as their personal slaves. They
had different grades for them, and made them pay a
big fee to be certified as a singer of a certain grade.
The tsanha had to perform in the home of the chieftain for weddings, funerals and in fact whenever he
was summoned
as for instance after a hunt
- and
sometimes was -kept there for two weeks at a time.
If the chieftain was pleased he would throw the
tsanha a handful of peanuts as a reward. If the
chieftain was not, he could even impose a fine on
him and anyone who dared object would be imprisoned or killed.

I

HE liberation in 1949 brought a new life for these
singers as for everyone else. As folk artists they
received a regular salary from the local government.
Recognizing the role of such singers in helping the
people move toward socialism, the government sent

Tr

some of them to schools for further training and some

toured other parts of the country seeing and learning. Later it set up a special class for training new
singers and in the early 1960s the Tsanha Association
was formed for furthering the art.
Doyen of the singers is 65-year-old Kanglangchuai, who is vice-Chairman of the Tsanha Association and deputy head of the cultural club in Hsit

CHANG YEN is a staff reporter fot China neconstructs.
"Medicine for the Tais -'Demons' to Doctors" by him appeareil in our January issue.
FEBRI'ARY
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Kanglangchuai (center) singing tor the p"opt".Y'

Peng-fet

county. I first met him
as he was riding his bicycle back from a nearby
village where he had sung at peasant family's celebration after building a new house. He is an outgoing person who always seems to be smiiing as he
talks. Over the next few days he told me his story.
Even in this beautiful countryside, he said, in
his childhood he knew only his mother's tears. At
that time when a boy reached seven he was supposed
to be sent to the Buddhist temple to study to become
a monk. His parents had no money to pqy for this
education, but they did not want him to be regarded
as an "unfinished person," sq they sold their only
ox for the funds.
The young boy was eager to learn and after a
day of hard manual work, far into the night by
candle light he would pore over the Buddhist scriptures, folk tales and poems in Tai. He drew rich
sustenance from them. By nine he was considered
competent in the Tai written language. A few years
later he was assigned to the work of carving Buddhist
scriptures on the leaves of palm trees to be sold by
the temple. He worked at this for 13 years, getting
his hands covered with scars, but in the cours€ of this
work the many beautiful folk tales incorporated into
the Buddhist works were graven on his memory.
His extensive knowledge enabled him to gain
the rank next to abbot in his temple. Not long after
this promotion his father died. As his mother was
old and could not support the family by herself he
returned home. It was then that he came to be
known by his given name Yenchuai and added the
title Kanglang, meaning roughly "Venerable" indicative of the rank he had held.
shuangpanna's Chinghung
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animals. He broke with tradition to sing of such
things. His songs were welcomed by the people.

rFHEN came the cuttural revolution. Lin Piao and
I the gang of four stirred up a lot of ultra-Left

A veteran tsdnho

(second

left)

gives

young ballarl singers some pointers,

Kanglangchuai married and worked his family
people songs he
himself composed. Gradually he became regarded as
a tsanha in his village. Popular approval madcr him
work to improve his skill. Six years later at a sing-

farm. But he also sang for the

ing cornpetition he won the ti.tle "Tsanhameng,"
meaning best fsonho in the country.
Even as such he could not escape

the oppres-

sion of the local rulers. He was often called to their
homes, where he was forced to sing on his knees.
But most of his songs were for the people in the

village. With imagery and imagination he told of

the people's sufferings, their resentment, their hopes
for a day when the darkness would end.
When that day really came he was impoverished
and bedridden. Cadres from the people's government soon came to visit him with medicines and ri:lief
grain. Such a thingr had never happened to him
before, He recovered his health and later received
farm tools, seed and loans from the state. He and
his family worked hard and in one year earned enough
to buy their own ox.
Since that time his songs celebrating the people's
new life and happiness have been heard all over
Hsishuangpanna and his poems have circulated widely. In 1957 he took first prize for both singing and
wiiting at the prefecture's nationality folk theatrical
festival. In the same year he was asked to become a
member of the Union of Chinese Writers. In 1958
he attended the National Conference on Folk Literature and Art in Peking. Chairman Mao received him
and he wrote a song about it with the words:
Noto that l'oe seen gou toith m,A olon eyes.
For me gold no longer has a shine
Nor jetaels a. glow.

thinking. Singing lhe tsanha songs, wearing nationalstyle clothes, speaking the language of the Tais and
celebrating their holidays was, they said, promoting the "four olds" (o1d ideas, culture, habits
and customs) which they claimed should be eliminated. They said that since China was under the
socialist system, all nationalities had been assimilated
and matters of naiional identity no longer existed.
They disbanded the Tsanha Association and forbade
the singers from performing their national songs.
Two books of poems by Kanglangchuai were
denounced as "poisonous weeds" and burned. The
old man could not understand what was revolutionary
about that.
During that period he often recalled what Chairman Mao had said to him when he received him in
1960: "I'm of the Han nationality and you are Tai.
I live in Peking and you on the southern border.
The pressure of work had prevented me from going
to see you, but we are of one heart." The old singer
ofien recalled how in 1961 Premier Chou En-lai had
come |o Hsishuangpanna to spend the water splash
festival. Wearing Tai clothes he had splashed away
merrily with the Tai people. Shaking hands with
Kanglangchuai he had said, "You sing weII. The
people love your songs. I hope you'Il write more
and sing more."
For ten years the songs of the tsanha were not
heard in public, but continued to come from the
bamboo homes in the evenings. Though Kanglangchuai was unhappy, he did not stop working. He
believed that the dark clouds could not forever cover
the sky.
No wonder, then, that after the Communist Party
Central Committee smashed the gang of four, the
old singer felt, as he put it, "ten to twenty years
younger and fuII of energy for doing more work for
the people." At present he is writing a new epic
and his songs are again heard all over the Tai area.

The new life in the singer's native place moved
him to write more and more rice fields expanded,
- forests with wild
factories built where once were
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Corrrmernoratives for
Three Congresses
HINA'S national congresses of
\J women, trade unions and Communist Youth League organizations,
which had not met for a number of
years, were held in September and
October last year. AII three congresses

black. The stamp

measures 40X30 mm.

Serial number: J. 32 (1-1).
AII three stamps are of I len denomination. Pert. 71. Color photogravured.

a.r

discussed how to contribute to modern-

izing China by the end of the century.
To commemorate these, three stamps
were issued by the Ministry of Posts

and

Telecommunications.

Stamp 1. Three women-a worker,

a peasant and an intellectual

- together
with an ear of wheat, a gear
wheel,
a rocket and an atomic symbol, indieating China's determination to modernize her agriculture, industry, national defense, and science and technology. The black characters on the
left read "China Fourth National
Women's Congress." Light blue, reddish
violet, salmon, black and white. The

stamp measure 40X30 mm. Serial
number: J. 30 (1-1).
Stamp 2. Below a red banner are
the same symbols of modernization as
stamp 1. The numeral 9 in the'center
of the gear indicates the Ninth Con-

gress. The black characters on the left
read "The Ninth Trade Union Congress
of China." Vermilion, yellow-orange,
drab and black. The stamp measures

J. 31 (l-1).
Stamp 3. The emblem of the Chinese
Communist Youth League together with
30X40 mm. Serial number:

symbols of the four modernizations.
The black characters across the stamp

read "Tenth Congress of the Chinese

Communist Youth League." Yellow,green, scarlet, gold, rose, white and

FEBRUABY
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The Ningsia IIui
Autonomous Region
[iHE Ningsia Hui Autonomous Region
I in northwest China celebrated its
20th anniversary on October 25, 1978.
On that day the Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications issued a set of
three stamps to commemorate this.
Stamp 1. Three representatives
- a
Hui, a Han and a Mongolian of outstanding units in building socialism
stand against a background of the
Liupan Mountains. Violet red, salmon,

turquoise-green, blue-green, sepia and
greenish yellow.
Stamp 2. A large power shovel loading coal at the famous mine at the foot

of the Holan Mountains. Buff, tur-

quoise-green, gray-green, deep greenish

blue and

orange.

Stamp 3. Cultivated lields and boxthorn bushes with red fruit (a famous
Chinese medicine) in front of the Chingtung Gorge Hydropower Station. Deep

bluish green, blue-green, greenish
yellow, Prussian blue, scarlet, yellow
and olive-brown.
AII three stamps bear red characters
at the lower edge which read "20th
Anniversary of the Founding of the
Ningsia Hui Autonomous Region."
The first and second stamps are of
8 len and the third is of 10 len denomination. The stamps measure
31X38.5 mm. Perf. 11%" Color photogravured. Serial numbers: J.

29 (3-1 to

3-3).
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like (to)

"

zh6li.

Eft

T.
W6ng:

yE ydu

FE",

Oriental

l6iddo
arrives

)

shi "Ddngfing Binguin",

This is

ft.4,1

+*.
l6u,

floor.

lr

q?F-g
P-ik'fcz
*.8+f t\"
Shimisi: ' W6 diro nlli dl didrnbiro ne?
Smith: I to where go send telegram?

tiE. lt
trhFh,E-1€-lt
Ziti y6ujri, IA xin. dA diirnbiro. dI
At
q,# 4 T r\"
E

lz

WAng:
Wang:

post office. Send letters, send telegrams, make
l,,fr

gu6ji

IAi.

diirnhui d6u

intemational telephone call

come.

*.m$.f

,

*+

all

kdYi.
can.

r*" + El 1+ A ,t T?

Shimisi: Huim qi6n yiro dlro sh6nme
Smith: Exchange money must go what

difEng?

place?

CHINA RECONSTBUCTS

J-z f E Yinh6ng
hkft [, 9+E
Wdng:
ziri
Wang: China Bank at
,hfi
x)*N, & t,
wiibi
duihudnchir,
E

Translation
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Zhdnggud

binguin
hotel

vdu
has (a)

ziri
at

yE

foreign currency exchange

place,

also

+*T.
l6uxiir,
downstairs.

*.ff.lf'all &

Tl*-"

Shimisi: Nd
h6n fingbian.
Smith: That (is) very convenient.

J-z Rrlgud
*"K #* *,4t j'1"+,
it tt
x[yio ch[zii qichE, qing di

Wdng:
Wang:

If (you) want

P.it ,*

diinhuir

CEi binguln

telephone call

*.ff$.f it"

Shimisi:
Smith:

J-z

Wdng:
Wang:

taxi,
l+ E. flk4-

to

please make

6

friwirtdi.

hotel service

"

shi

fdngm6n de

This is room

flfi_+
fiiwitdi.

Smith:
Wang:

+h

yioshi.

door's key. (When you)

+

Chiiqu

go out

Il , le, +nfu "N!E
L m6n,
b[ yioshi

lock up

door,

key

*.H}'f', if

hand to

"

Wdng:
Wang:

Nimen h{i ydu biEde shi ma?
You still have other business?

s'f it A- " fi.3fr ttr

Shimisil M6iydu. Mdfan ni
Smith: No. (I) trouble you.

1
le.

l€

Ef JI. fl.
w6,

anytime look for me.

*-FSf'*f" fin!

Shimisi: H6o. Ziijiarn!
Smith: Fine. Good-bye.

Az

FEBRUARY

4 [.t

Ziijiirnl

Good-bye.
1979

a

There is a Bank of China foreign exchange counter

send

telegram?

There you can mail letters, send
telegrams and make intemational telephone calls.

Where can

I

exchange

my

money?

downstairs.

Smith: That's very convenient.
Wang: If you want a taxi, please phone the service desk.
Smith: Fine.
Wang: Here is the key to the room. When you go out it's

Wang:

to lock the door and leave the key at the

service

Fine.
Is there anything else

I can do for you?
Sorry to trouble you.
Think nothing of it. Now you can rest a while and
arrange your things. If you need anything please

No.

call me

"

,

f,.6, ydu
d shi
+
-T
yixiir
ddngxi,
suishl zhlo

I

anytime.

Smith: Fine. Good-bye.
Wang: Good-bye.

Nimen xiiixixiiixi,
It's nothing. You
rest (and)

a bit(your)things.(Ifyou)have

W4ng:
Wang:

+ ,\t

ik-tl A.'f,jr'ftl 'f+,S'i+,B

M6ish6nme.

Where can

Smith:
Wang:

Smith:
Wang:
Smith:

HIo.

ff,161

Wonderful!
There is a shop next to the restaurant. There are also
a barbershop and a post office in the hotel. They
are all on the first floor.

best

Fine.

4

supper.

introduce to you several famous Chinese

desk.

Shimisi:
Smith:

,ltlfll 4.

I'll

At the post office.

'

"

food for lunch and

Smith:
Wang:

jiEog6i

sudshang

e

*

service desk.

Az

Later on
dishes.

desk,

ii; E- E 11 hlJ lrnfu"

Zhi

hlo
best

Wdng:
Wang:

Wang:

Hio.

zui

*. tr

Smith:

westem food. Would you prefer Chinese or western
food?
I would like a western-style breakfast and Chinese

Fine.

F"lT

Az

(A Canadian China tour group arrives at a hotel in Kwangchow.)

Wang: This is the Oriental Hotel. You will be staying here.
Smith: Fine.
Wang: Your rooms are on the third floor. Please take the
elevator. This row of rooms is reserved for your
group. See whether they are suitable or not.
Smith: These rooms are fine, very spacious.
Wang: There's a bathroom with every room.
Smith: Thank you.
Wang: The call bell is beside the door. If you need anything,
just ring and an attendant will come at once.
Smith: Where is the restaurant?
Wang: It is on the first floor and serves both Chinese and

#tg
zh6ngli
arrange

Tvl(

business

k6yi
can

Notes

1. Omitting the verb "to be" The verb
shi € (to be) is frequently omitted, but the sentence
is still correct. Examples: Zhi xi6 f6ngjiin h6n
ku[nchang iLE Eiiltrkff W- (These rooms are very
spacious). Td de sh6nti h6o 4e,h1J h 1++t (His
health is good). To make the sentence negative,

fi (not) is placed before the adjective:
Td de shEnti tir hio 4t, h 4+T!1 (His health is
the word bir

61r

not good).

2.

Questions: the alternative form. In lesson
1 we learned how to make a question by putting
79

the word ma ,4 at the end of a statement. Another way of asking a question uses the question's
alternative answers (affirmative and negative, as
"have" and "not have" in the following sentence).
Ni ydu m6iy6u Zhdnggio ditri .l,idi\-4 + EIUEI
(Have you or have you not a map of China ?)

Another example: Zhi xiE f6ngii5n h6shi bir
h6shi iLE,* l'-l + € Z. + € (Are these rooms
suitable

or

not?)

Another type of alternative question uses
h6ishi 4€ (or) to join two possible answers.
Nimen xihuan chi zhdngcdn hdishi xicdn ,ffi.fn$rt
,t, + j+6€6 iF (Would you prefer to eat Chinese
or western food ?) Ni yiro di diirnbiro hdishi dI
'diinhui ,f,t*JrtiR4.R.Jrti# (Do you want to
send a telegram or make a telephone call ?) For
the latter, the answer may be W6 yiro dd diinbio
*\*Jr e,JE- (I want to send a telegram) or Wd
yio d[ didnhui +\*Jr P,it G want to make a telephone call).

3.

Another way to say "thank you". In
Peking and some other parts of China the colloquial m6fan ni le 7ft.ffi,ffi T (trouble you, or
sorry to trouble you) is used more often than
xiixii ni i*l$+t\ (thank you).
KEY TO CHINESE PHONETIC ALPIIABET
The key to pronunciation of the Chinese Phonetic Alphabet
below uses as a guide the Intemational Phonetic Alphabet and
similar sounds in English.

sh (i)
r (i)
z

(i)

c

(i)

(i)
v (i)
s

I.P,A.2

Key Words
bay (de-voicedr)

p'

pay

m (o)

m

may

f (o)

f

fair

d (e)

c

t (e)

t'

day (de-voiced)
take

n (e)

n

nay

I (e)

I
6

lay

c (e)
k (e)
h (e)

k'

kay

x

hay

t9

s

19,

ieep (Palatall)
cheer (palatal)

F

she

tl
tl'

hats

s

say
yea

Finals
c.P.A.

I.P.A.

a

a

(palatal)

judge (retrofl exs, de-voiced)
church (retroflex)

Key

Words

o

J

e

Y

father
saw (approximately)
her (British)

i

i

see

u

u

ii

v

rude
French tu, German fiihlen

er

er
ai

ai

(i with rounded

lips)

err (tongue slightly curled)
eye

ei

eiq

eight

ao
ou
an

au
ou
an

now

en

en

ang
eng
'ong

aD

ia

ia

Asia

ie

ie

yes

iao
iu
ian

iau
iou

old
can

turn (British)
Gerrnan Gang
sung

^D

German Lunge

uD

yowl

ian

you (approximately)
yen

in

in

in

iang
ing

iaD

young (approximately)

in

sing

iong

YDr

German jiinger

(approximately)

.ua

uan
un
uang
ueng

iie
iian
iin

guano
wall

ua
uc
uai
uei
uan
u3n

wife
we (approximately)
one (approximately)
went (approximately)

ua0

oo + ahng

ue{l

oo + en8

ye

ii+eh

yan
yn

German griin

u+an

Tones

gay (de-voiced)

i(D

(i)
x (i)
zh (i)
ch (i)

reads (de-voiced)

way

uai

b

ts

ts'

w (u)

ui

b (o)
p (o)

C,P.A.1

shirt (retroflex)
leisure (retroflex)

j

uo

Initials

t

\

4,

tr

In Chinese the pitch and change in pitch of a syllable makes
for a difference in meaning. This distinguishing pitch is called
the "tone." There are four tones in Peking dialect, represented
by the following marks:
- lst tone, high and level

z 2nd tone, rising
rz 3rd tone, falling-rising
1 4th tone, falling

80

ChinesePhoneticAlphabet
Intemational Phonetic Alphabet
"De-voiced" means the vocal cords do not vibrate
"Palatal" means the tip of the tongue touches the hard palate.
"Retroflex" means the tip of the tongue is slightly curled;

the main final is

,{

x
TE

tri
:

I

The tone mark is placed above the main final, and when

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ft

L
)t,

"i,"

the dot is omitted.
Each character has its own definite tone. For example,
mli * ito buy) is 3rd tone, mii * (to sell) is 4th tone. Both
syllables have the same initial and final, but because their tones
are different, their meanings are also different.

CHINA BECONSTRUCTS

^*)"

4
ry

1..:

f.L

Morning Mist over the tr ikiang River (traditional painting)

Pai Hsu,Jh-shilr

